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iisc life.

Abstract:
This supposedly witty blog is for the life of a researcher at a place called Indian Institute of Science
or IISc.

Introduction: If you keep aside definition of research, and allow me to call myself as a researcher,
you will be able to name many poor souls by the same tag. This blog is a representative of the
unspoken feelings of such researchers. Since I belong to IISc, I speak of the dumb voices of souls in
IISc.

Algorithm:

while you have patience {

read a blog entry;

if you enjoy {

comment on the entry;

} else {

comment on the entry;

}

}

get back to work; /* guide is watching. */

Conclusion: Some 500 years ago, WordPress had an argument with IISc. Therefore, it setup this
platform and sent a spy to IISc to get the inside information. The information is secretly kept and
updated at this blog.

professor detection techniques.

Last night I dreamed that the person whom so far I was knowing as a cleaner in the department was
actually a professor! Today, when I saw him cleaning, I was not sure that I was not dreaming.

Inside the campus, given a person P, the problem of detecting whether he is a professor or a stu-
dent is in NP. Therefore, a few heuristics are proposed by our research community (especially those
who initially failed to detect a professor):

1. if P is talking loudly to someone outside the class, P is a student (a professor is nearby and the
student is trying to show his knowledge).

2. if you have never seen P and in the corridor, you meet P coming from the opposite side, and
if P stares at you for more than 3.142/4.0 second, he is a professor (expecting a greeting from
you idiot, say ”Hello.”).

3. if P stays till the end of a student farewell function, he is not a professor.

4. on arrival to a coffee-board, if P looks around at the public before going to the food counter, he
is not a professor.

5. if it is given that in a discussion group at least one professor exists, the person who has the
maximum expanse of the vertical motion of his head, is a professor.

Corollary: If you encounter a false positive (detecting P to be a professor when actually he is not),
it is fine. However, false negatives (detecting P to be a student when actually he is a professor) can
prove costly.
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exam fever.

Almost every researcher has to go through a few courses and quite a few exams. Courses are consid-
ered to be helpful to further a student’s insight into a subject. However, only professors consider so.
Students generally take a couple of core courses related to their research interest and the remaining
are taken to get a balance of good grades and less load, to fulfil the credit requirements.

Typical things happen in the life of a researcher when he has an exam:

1. he is not seen at gymkhana in the evening.

2. he does not look around for known faces while going from hostel to the department and in the
reverse direction.

3. all the discussion on the lunch/snacks/dinner table is centered around how many students failed
in the course last year (breakfasts are skipped because of nightouts).

4. if n = no of times a student concentration gets diverted while reading notes, m = no of times
a student reads notes, and d = no of days remaining for the exam, then the value of (m + n)
does not change even when d goes on reducing. This is also called the law of conservation of
diverted reads.

5. his face on the day of the exam looks as if he is coming from the funeral of his best friend or as
if he is going to die the same day.

After the exam, the first thing he wishes to do peacefully, and which does not occur to him naturally
is one of the following:

1. sleep.

2. going to latrine.

naming ceremony.

All of you are cordially invited for the naming ceremony of our hero – the student researcher – at
the institute auditorium. It has been getting a bit too long to type -t-h-e- -s-t-u-d-e-n-t- -r-e-s-e-a-r-
c-h-e-r-. Therefore, he is getting renamed to (any guesses?) bhOndOO. Indian meaning of the word
is non-intellectual. But we of course know that it is very paradoxical. In fact the name contains
appropriate characters representing our hero -b-O-n-d-. The name perfectly matches his occupation
and I expect the name to play a crucial role in his iisc life.

The difference of capitalization in the name is deliberate. Reason one is to make it easy for a reader
to pronounce it, and two, to give a surprise to the reading eyes.

We will celebrate his birthday on Sep 24.

advisor meeting - countdown begins.

bhOndOO meets his advisor once every week. Therefore, if we count the number of days before meet-
ing, they should start from 6 down to 0. However, being an ardent software engineer, bhOndOO’s
countdown contains only binaries: it starts from 1 and reaches 0. For the remaining days, he is off to
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some other work. He is so busy!

The grand realization of the meeting gets prevailed on bhOndOO before 00011000 hours. ”Shit!”, he
exclaims, not because he has not done anything since past meeting, but because Tuesday is approach-
ing! For 00000110 seconds on his bed he remembers the enjoyment he underwent in the past week
till last night: Lili’s birthday party, Shami’s job treat, Gullu’s birthday party, Friday movie – Pirates
of the Caribbean, trek to Bheemeshwari, inter-department cricket. And it is Monday again!

bhOndOO gets ready, has lunch, and goes straight to the lab via a zig-zag road. He knows from
a talk on Time Management that if time is the constraint, work should be done in parallel. But he
looks more worried with the thought. He has two tasks to do:

1. read a paper on pointer analysis.

2. implement the algorithm given in the paper!

Yuck! He has to do sequential processing. He remembers another gem from the talk: plan your work
apriori. He plans: I have 00010110 hours left for the meeting. 00000110 gone in sleep (negotiable),
00000010 gone in snacks/dinner/transit, effectively 00001110 hours for the work. This is enough time:
I can spend a couple of hours in understanding the paper and remaining in implementing it! Things
seem in control, he starts breathing again.

By snacks time, he has read abstract, introduction, and conclusion of the paper, played Quake III,
gone for coffee, read a few blogs and the recent Dilbert cartoon, updated his own blog, and chatted
with ...

bhOndOO is very upset with his mid-day performance. But friends around the snacks table make
him merry again. Enthusiastically, he returns to the lab. I must finish it in another hour! He starts
reading theory behind the algorithm, and soon the notations manage to puzzle him. He re-reads the
section. He re-re-reads the section. He understands! He goes through the given algorithm and the
worked out example. How did they partition the variables? May be like this (there is no time to go
back and confirm, and moreover, it is so straightforward!). He browses through experimental results,
reads conclusion again, closes his eyes, and asks himself, ”What does the algorithm do?”. His mind
bluffs something to him which he considers a valid answer.

”Coming for dinner?”, friends interrupt.

”Sure.”.

It is 00010110. I need to have a night-out.

At 00000011, the program is crashing for some unknown reason. This compiler is crap, Linux is
for experts only, why dont they build a nice gui for gdb?

At 00000100, the program works for one input and crashes royally for others, and bhOndOO wishes
to crash in his bed, he is dead tired minorly because of debugging business and majorly because
he is cursing himself for not initializing the array. He gets into a deal (with himself): I will sleep
for 00000011 hours, take breakfast, come back, and work for another 00000011 hours. Sounds good
(anytime after a nightout).

Crap! When did I switch off the alarm! It is already 00001010! I have a meeting within an hour and
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the algorithm barely walks, let alone runs. Within 00001111 minutes he is in the lab. A few minutes
before the meeting, he finds another logical bug. Oh! This is how they partition the variables! He
makes changes, compiles, runs the program. Boy! it is working. Fantastic! Nightout has paid! I am
the happiest man in the world!

”Hi! Come in! I have an urgent meeting with some of the IBM folks. Can we meet tomorrow?”.

comparing professors.

Students have a very bad habit of comparing different professors. The notions of comparison have
a wide variety, all the way from looks to intellectual abilities. Some typical comparisons of two
professors P1 and P2 are noted here.

1. P1 is too strict with his lecture flow. He does not allow you to think out of the box. P2 is too
lenient. His classes are full of chaos, like fish market. Moreover, you really dont have a flow of
what’s going on!

2. P1 comes in Innova. P2 has an old bicycle.

3. P1 looks so cute. Had he been not in teaching, he would have been in Bollywood. I first mistook
P2 for a cleaner in the department.

4. P1 has the style of asking ”Got the point?”. P2 says, ”Those of you who did not understand
this, raise your hands.”, and nobody ever does!

5. Yesterday, I saw P1 with his wife. He had a plastic bag of vegetables and fruits. He was walking
behind his wife. It was so amusing to see him that way! P2 is unmarried.

6. P1 is a printing machine, he has so many publications. I wish! P2 publishes maximum two
papers every year, but each of his papers is like WOW!

7. P1 is very strict in grading, students generally get marks in binary. P2 is that way very lenient,
but you should have written down something in the answer-sheet.

8. All the shirts of P1 are new. P2 seems to have only two shirts.

9. P1’s favorite student is Gullu. P2’s favorite student is bhOndOO.

10. P1 gives lot of assignments. P2 gives lot of assignments.

finishing assignments.

bhOndOO’s professors just love giving assignments. Sometimes, bhOndOO thinks that if his profes-
sors have nothing to do, they give assignments. Maintaining balance of mind while working on four
assignments of four courses is not a joke! bhOndOO is more careful these days about assignment
submissions, because once he sent Graphics assignment to Modeling and Simulation’s professor. He
realized it when he got 1/10 while Mani who copied his assignment got 8/10. It is rumoured that
ModSim professor liked the 3D view of objects and hence allotted the mark.

bhOndOO has Algorithms exam day after tomorrow, but currently he is working on Architecture
assignment. He has to, because he has to submit it before 00:00 tonight. He has taken the readings
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from Shami (Shami has taken the readings from Gullu and written a script to modify the values
randomly by a value between -2.3 and 2.3. The script is in the biggest demand tonight). bhOndOO
thinks that he should do the modifications to the readings manually because he is skeptical about the
range (-2.3, 2.3), despite Shami’s multiple attempts to make him understand. bhOndOO’s argument
is that because there are 47 students in the class, apart from him, if he uses the script, the readings
will randomly match with at least one person in the class.

bhOndOO has done the modifications and needs to plot the graph. He has overheard that one
needs to use gnuplot. He is now reading http://www.gnuplot.info/docs/gnuplot.html. Another
hour spent. The graph is plotted. Though it is not as smooth as Gullu’s graph, he is not really
bothered about that. He is currently only worried about the submission that needs to be done within
the next three hours.

”bhOndOO, coffee.”. Though it was supposed to be a question, bhOndOO heard it more like an
order and followed Mani and Shami. Back to lab within 15 minutes.

As they enter the lab, they realize that the lab is empty! What happened? Mani: Did everyone
go for coffee? Shami: Assignment submission postponed? bhOndOO: Bomb?

Suddenly, one of them sees a big crowd in the corner at BenJi’s desk. ”What’s the matter?”. ”BenJi
has found a link to a student’s homepage at UIUC who has kept his assignments on his homepage
and ...

Within the next half an hour half of the lab gets empty.

bhOndOO’s conscience is like a calamity: it pops up when most unwanted. ”Taking readings is
fine, but copying the whole assignments is not good. I will only refer to the answers to check whether
mine are correct.”, he gets into the deal with himself. Two hours remaining.

There are ten questions that need to be answered from the graph. bhOndOO solves the first one
and is very happy to check that it is correct. Now he does calculations for the second and gets an
answer of 64 Kilobytes. Before looking at the UIUC site, he is not happy! He knows that the answer
should be 32 Kilobytes. Well, he mistakenly had a passing eye on the answer to the second question
while looking at the first answer. He thinks for a while and tries to divide every quantity in his
calculations by two. But nothing sounds logical. He looks around, sees that everyone is busy with
their assignments, and modifies his answer to 32 Kilobytes.

Out of ten, he answers three questions on his own and copies seven. It is 23:50. Lets submit it.
He tar-gzips his files and sends it by email to the professor at 23:58. His conscience is not allowing
him to be happy, but at least he feels okay that he would get good marks. Everyone else in the lab
is now doing one of the following:

1. orkutting.

2. chatting.

3. blogging or reading blogs.

4. reading rediff.com news.

bhOndOO looks around and thinks about spending some time with internet before going to hostel,
and looks back at his screen. He finds the homepage of the UIUC student. He reads his main
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page, publications (which is empty), photos, bookmarks, and from bookmarks reaches the course
webpage for Computer Architecture. There are class timings, first mid-term paper, assignment sheet
1, answers, ... and marks! He clicks and sees a list of 30 students and their marks. His eye searches
for the word ”Christopher” and finds that the column next to the word contains 2.

bhOndOO meets mahatma gandhi.

It was Oct 02. bhOndOO was checking his list of friends in Yahoo! messenger to chat with someone.
But everyone seemed to be away from their computers. bhOndOO was getting bored. He realized that
all of his college friends and friends who were working must be sleeping to make full use of this holiday.

He knew that he was alone in the lab, but then he realized that someone was standing in a cor-
ner with a weapon. The involuntary action made him turn and look at the corner. He saw an old
man wearing a pancha, holding a stick, with oval spects, and a simple smile. ”I have seen this man
somewhere... Correct! On my 100-rupee note... Oh my God! This is Gandhiji!”. Gandhiji smiled
wider. ”How are you, bhOndOO?”. ”... I am... fine, Bapu... Gandhiji.”, bhOndOO muttered while
standing up in a hurry, not being able to believe his eyes and ears.

”How come you called me?”. ”Me? I... I did not call you, Gandhiji. I haven’t talked about you
since years.”. ”You were thinking about me.”. ”Was I?”. ”Okay, I leave then...”.

”No! Wait... please wait! Yes, I was thinking about you. I have to confess a few things to you.”.
Gandhiji smiles, ”Go on.”.

”Bapu, since I joined IISc, I have not acted truly. I have done many things that I knew were
wrong, but I could not stop myself from doing.”. bhOndOO paused.

”Like?”.

”Like:

1. I told Gullu that I would lend him the book on Linear Algebra, but did not give him yet, because
I think, he would score more than me.

2. I saw that the Mazaa drink at the Tea Kiosk had MRP of Rs 9, but when the shopkeeper asked
me for Rs 10, I did not object; but I felt very bad later.

3. I copied assignment... and I let others copy mine.

4. Last Tuesday, I had not done the programming part, but I told my advisor that I had almost
finished it.

5. I told my parents that I have passed in the last semester, but actually, I failed in Functional
Programming.

6. I keep checking Shami’s scraps on Orkut, to keep an eye on her activities.

I have not been true to my family, friends, and teachers. Not that I don’t realize this, but I am not
able to gather courage to be true. These things have been pressing me for so long. I could not talk
to anyone. I want to come out of this, Bapu. I want to live a simple life.”.
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”Son, you at least have a courage to accept your fault. Dont fear. Simply go and talk to each
one of them. They may get angry at first, but they will appreciate your true character some day.
More important than that is, you will restart believing your self. Do not worry about losing, for if
you do, it was never yours. You will at least be happy with yourself.”.

”bhOndOO, coming to Tea Kiosk?”, Gullu opened the lab door.

bhOndOO looked at the door and then back at the corner: there was nobody.

”Coming?”, Gullu reiterated.

bhOndOO kept looking at Gullu for a second and then said, ”Gullu, I wish to confess something.”.
Gullu was surprised to hear that. He came near. ”You had asked me for the Linear Algebra book. I
did not give you the book, because..., I thought..., you would score higher.”.

Gullu did not know what to speak, but then smiled, patted on bhOndOO back, and ”Hey bhOn-
dOO, it’s okay yaar. I also sometimes get jealous of you when you score more than me. But that is
part of competition. Let it not affect our friendship.”.

bhOndOO felt better. A battle was won, war was on. They both went to the Tea Kiosk.

”Two Mazaas.”. Gullu gave Rs 20 to the shopkeeper, took the bottles and started leaving.

”One minute.”, bhOndOO said, and turned to the shopkeeper, ”This bottle contains MRP as Rs
9. Return two rupees.”. The shopkeeper bluffed, ”You go anywhere, Sir, you will get it for Rs 10.”.
”Okay, then give me a bill.”. ”No, I cannot give a bill.”. ”You run a shop and cannot give bill?”.

The shopkeeper looked pale and a bit frightened. He gave two rupees to bhOndOO. Another battle
won.

They finished the well deserved drink and returned to the department. It is a big task now. Telling
Dr Sarang about the copying of Architecture assignment, and Prof Krishnamurthy regarding the lie
of completing the programming part. bhOndOO closed his eyes, prayed to God, remembered Bapu,
and started composing mails. After the mails were sent, bhOndOO kept silent for some time. He was
ready to accept any punishment.

Now, he wanted to tell his parents about the failing part – especially his father. He called them
up with his mobile. He got an engaged tone. He tried again and heard a voice, ”Hello?”. ”Daddy,
I am bhOndOO.”. ”Yes bhOndOO, how are you? Today must be a holiday.”. ”Yes, and I am fine.
I...”. ”We have reached Pune.”. bhOndOO realized that they had started to visit ashtavinayakas. It
was getting very difficult to talk for him. He thought of telling it some other time, but he visualized
Bapu asking him to talk now. ”Daddy, I need to tell you something.”. ”Yes, son.”. ”I told you that
I passed in all subjects last semester, but I could not clear one subject. Not that it is going to affect
much. I have taken an extra course this semester and it is going on fine. I just wanted you to know
the truth.”. bhOndOO’s father was silent for a while, and then said, ”bhOndOO, I feel proud that
you showed the courage. Lord Ganesha has blessed us. Please dont ever feel scared of us for anything.
You can talk to us freely anytime.”. ”Yes, Dad.”. ”Now dont cry. Concentrate on your studies and
take care of your health. I am handing over the phone to your mother.”. bhOndOO talked to his
mother, and was feeling much lighter now.
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bhOndOO went straight to the girls’ hostel now. He called up Shami outside her hostel and con-
fessed. Shami was speechless with anger and curiosity. ”But why did you do it?”. ”Because... I love
you.”. Shami went inside without saying anything. bhOndOO felt bad, but he was happy that he
had been true.

He came back to the lab. The lab was still empty. He logged in and saw two new mails. He
dreaded and opened the first one from Dr Sarang, ”Dear bhOndOO, It is sad that you copied the
assignment. According to the institute rules, you should get F grade in the course. But because you
have confessed it yourself, I give you another chance. You will get zero in the assignment. Please do
well in the remaining assignments and the written exams. Best wishes. Sarang.”.

bhOndOO breathed and opened the other mail from Prof Krishnamurthy, ”Dear bhOndOO, Lets
meet at 16:00 today to discuss about this.”. bhOndOO got frightened, but he composed himself to
face it. He decided not to shed tears in front of his advisor. He went to the hostel for lunch.

After lunch, he slept for an hour, as the morning had exhausted him. At 16:00, he was in Prof
Krishnamurthy’s office. Contrary to his expectations, his advisor talked very softly with him. He
made him realize that the work bhOndOO was doing was for himself and not for his advisor. He
further told him that it was okay at times if he did not meet deadlines, but that he should speak
truth. Finally, he praised him for his honesty and wished him best. bhOndOO realized that this
event brought him closer to his advisor.

bhOndOO left his advisor’s office and went outside the department. He went to the statue of J
N TATA, the founder of IISc, and recalled the happenings of the day. He closed his eyes and thanked
the Mahatma who transformed his miserable life into an emotionally satisfying experience.

When he opened his eyes, he saw Shami coming his way.

***

bhOndOO won the first prize for Gandhi Jayanti Short Story Competition, under category fiction.

campus interviews.

Some of bhOndOO’s colleagues are not attending classes regularly these days, their faces are gloomy
at the mess, they dont waste time in gymkhana, and they seem to be under tremendous pressure:
they are preparing for campus interviews. The first week is composed of highest paying companies
like Google, Bell Labs and Yahoo!. Other companies are gives dates after the first week.

bhOndOO wishes to visualize his future and hence is very interested in watching the happenings
in his colleagues’ lives. He goes to Chunni Babu. Chunni Babu’s real name is Vipin Sharma, but
since he made all other students addicted to the network game Quake III, he is called Chunni Babu
(Devdas fame, in which the character of Chunni Babu makes Devdas drink alcohol). Chunni is busy
searching for something in a pile of books and pages.

”What are you searching?”.

”Hi bhOndOO. I am searching for my BTech project report.”.
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bhOndOO makes himself comfortable on the bed, while Chunni is watching. Chunni is still sit-
ting on the ground with his project report. Since he does not speak, bhOndOO breaks the ice.

”How are the preparations for Google?”.

”bhOndOO, if you dont mind, can I study now?”.

bhOndOO exclaims, ”Sure.” and disappointedly leaves the room. He thinks of visiting Kunal, who,
bhOndOO thinks, will not throw him away from his room in such a rude manner.

”Hi!”.

”Hi! Come in.”.

bhOndOO feels better. But he does not wish to repeat the mistake. So he asks, ”BTech project
report reading is done?”.

”Not yet. Need to prepare something to tell about my ME project first!”.

”Ya! Is it very difficult?”.

”Yes, especially when you haven’t worked on the project.”. Both laugh.

”What all subjects did you prepare?”. ”Almost all.”. bhOndOO nods.

For a while, none of them speaks. bhOndOO does not want to get insulted as before. So he says,
”Okay, Kunal. Carry on. All the best!”.

”Hey bhOndOO, do you have CLR?”. ”Yes, I do.”. ”Can you lend it to me for two days?”. bhOn-
dOO understands why he was welcomed in the room. ”Yes, sure.”. ”Thanks. Will you get it before
snacks?”. bhOndOO feels that Kunal should get the book from his room. ”Ya... I will bring it.”.
”Thanks a lot.”.

bhOndOO does not wish to enter any other room now.

In the night, there is a discussion on the dinner table. bhOndOO joins and understands that Google
has divided candidates in two groups and half of them need to go to the company office near MG
road for interviews and the other half would be interviewed on-campus. Gullu’s comment is that, all
those who have been called to visit Google office will not be selected and the company simply wishes
to show them the office once. He gets bumps.

Next morning, everyone is awake, bathed, brushed, and ready in formals at 07:00. The company
bus comes, the interviewers arrive, and the bus takes half of the candidates to the company campus.
Kunal and Chunni Babu board the bus. bhOndOO feels very jealous of them, since they are getting
royal treatment by Google. He prays to God, Larry Page and Sergey Brin not to select the two
insulters.

Meanwhile, with last minute readings, asking the previous candidates about questions asked to them,
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and guessing answers with full confidence, on-campus interviews take place. bhOndOO is witnessing
everything to make himself aware of the process and sample questions.

By snacks time, the interviews are over and students who visited Google office are back by the
company bus. bhOndOO is keen to hear only about two candidates! Almost all candidates seem
gloomy and everyone is saying that he wont get selected. However, those who returned from the office
are silent.

”How was the interview?”, ”How is the office?”, ”What did they ask?”, are the general questions.

Initially, nobody is ready to speak. Then, finally, Seema says, ”They had divided the candidates
in two groups based on CPI. Those who had CPI less than 6.5/8.0 were asked to come to office, and
...”.

”And what?”.

”They all were interviewed for the testing position in Hyderabad. All of us rejected the offers.”.

bhOndOO goes back to his room, closes the door, and starts dancing.

after second mid-term.

bhOndOO does not understand why mid-term exams are called so, because those happen in multiple
during a term.

After the second mid-term of Architecture, Prof Krishnamurthy - bhOndOO’s advisor - asked him
how the exam was. bhOndOO replied, ”I found it easier than the first one: for the first mid-term, I
did not study and I could not solve much; for the second mid-term, I did not study but I could still
solve most of it.”.

bhOndOO searches for anagrams.

An anagram of a phrase is another phrase obtained by rearranging its letters.

bhOndOO came across the anagram-creation site and started searching for some nice ones for his
college Indian Institute of Science. Some of the anagrams are:

Ecstatic Intensified Union.

Funniest Cocain Identities.

Indefinite Caustic Tension.

Nice Sunset Identification.

Site Continues Infanticide.

Finest Dieticians Continue.
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Intuitions Indicates Fence.

Finite Unsanctioned Cities.

Nicest Infinite Educations.

It Enunciates Disinfection.

Finance Suction Identities.

Fanciest Suicide Intention.

Ancient Disinfection Suite.

bhOndOO goes for swimming.

A discussion was on amongst colleagues when Shami said, ”I feel sad that I don’t know swimming.
According to my kundali, I would die of drowning.”. bhOndOO felt worse: partly because Shami
would die, but mainly because he also did not know swimming. He wanted to say, ”Shami dear, I
would die, but will save you!”. But his thought process got interrupted by Gullu’s proud remark, ”I
know swimming.”, looking at Shami.

bhOndOO sadness turned into jealousy and then into anger. Proving that ladies create history,
he decided to go to the institute swimming pool the next morning. He enquired with BenJi who told
him to go to the swimming pool at 06:00. It was a bit too early for bhOndOO, but he decided to
jump in.

The alarm promptly shouted at 05:30, the next day. bhOndOO silenced it without remembering
its purpose. He started dreaming of Shami and found her drowning. At once, he opened his eyes,
jumped out of bed, got ready, and with sleepy eyes went to the swimming pool. The security guard
did not allow him to enter, for 06:00-07:00 was ladies’ swimming time.

bhOndOO wrote in BenJi’s kundali that he would die of bhOndOO’s punches.

bhOndOO also got the entry form that needed to be filled. He returned to the swimming pool
the next day at 07:00, submitted the filled form and entered. He removed his clothes and went
straight to Mr Lahiri who was the swimming coach.

Mr Lahiri asked him to go back and get bathed under shower. ”What the hell!”, bhOndOO thought,
”I came here to swim in the pool and Lahiri Sir is asking me to take bath under shower! Did he come
to know that I haven’t taken bath since three days?”. Sir glanced at him and threw his explanation,
”One needs to get wet before entering the pool.”. ”Oh!”.

After returning, bhOndOO was surprised to see that there were many people on one end of the
pool while the other end was almost empty. The messages ”Depth 1m” and ”Depth 5m” gave him
the explanation. He thought of Shami and felt like jumping in. He was disappointed by Mr Lahiri
who asked him to enter the pool on the empty end using stairs and start preliminary leg-movement
holding the wall-slit for water. bhOndOO started with his lesson.
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bhOndOO started thinking of his teacher’s round tummy. He started doubting whether he really
knew swimming! Mr Lahiri held a long wooden rod and was wearing a towel. bhOndOO concluded
that Mr Lahiri would not be knowing swimming, for if he jumps into the pool, there would be no
water left inside.

”Try to lift your belly above water... Immerse your head into water!”, Lahiri Sir shouted. bhOndOO
thought that Lahiri Sir came to know what he was thinking of him, and started concentrating on
swimming. He immersed his face below water and found his body coming above water. He felt nice.
He inserted it again and tried to lift the body up – holding the wall slit. He got a bit involved and
forgot to come up for breathing just in time and water gushed inside his nose. He coughed and
blew water (and other jelly like material) away from the nose in the wall-slit. He then held his head
above water and restarted the leg-movement. After some time, his mind again got diverted to think of
a swimming pool with Shami and he in it. He then started dreaming about saving Shami from a flood.

So engrossed was he in the thoughts that he felt as if the flood water was entering his mouth.
He further imagined that he lost Shami’s hand and was wondering around in the water. When he
started finding it difficult to breathe, he realized that he was not imagining, but was actually under
water! His hands slipped off (his own) slimy substance on the wall-slit and he was actually drowning
himself! He was only a feet under water, but he felt himself deep down. Buoyancy pushed him up
and his head reached above water. He shouted, ”Help! Help!” looking at Mr Lahiri, but Lahiri Sir
was unimpressed. He kept looking at bhOndOO. bhOndOO went down again. He started cycling
and hand-movement very fast, but was not able to float up. He felt that Lahiri Sir was actually the
avatar of Yama – the god of death. He got the grand realization why Sir was so fat!

bhOndOO was actually experiencing death! But suddenly, he felt a touch of something like a stick,
and bhOndOO, without thinking, got hold of it. The stick pulled him vertically and then horizontally,
and he came above water to the pool corner. He was saved! Mr Lahiri had used his wooden rod to
help him come to life!

Holding the wall-slit with both hands, coughing, clearing the slimy substance with water, bhOndOO
rewrote history: he never returned to the swimming pool.

pr elections.

Elections for the post of placement representative (PR) were to be held soon and nominations were
asked for by the department. Almost everyone, including bhOndOO, knew that BenJi would be the
next PR and that he would be the undisputed winner since nobody would stand against him. How-
ever, BenJi was not the perfect candidate, he had his share of problems. He was a bit arrogant and
moody. He had even slapped Chinku recently.

Chinku entered the lab and saw a few students orkutting. He went straight to bhOndOO who
was reading his Orkut fortune, ”You have a new business development shaping up”, and greeted, ”Hi,
bhOndOO!”. bhOndOO was surprised. Chinku had never talked to bhOndOO before. Moreover,
there was no need for a person having 7.4/8.0 CPI to talk to bhOndOO having 6.3 CPI.

”Hi!”, bhOndOO replied smilingly, his eyes still questioning.

”Would you like to have coffee?”, asked Chinku.
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bhOndOO realized the sudden acquaintance shown. ”Sorry, I dont have enough money.”. bhOn-
dOO was well aware of this prank.

”No, no! I will pay for both of us.”.

bhOndOO felt that he misheard. But he knew he did not. bhOndOO kept looking at Chinku
for a second, realized that something serious was going on in Chinku’s mind, looked at people around
in the lab (as if Chinku was going to kill him and bhOndOO wouldn’t be able to see them again),
and said, ”Okay. Lets go.”. He locked his terminal and followed Chinku.

At the coffee board, bhOndOO let Chinku get into the queue, since he was still suspicious of him. He
felt satisfied when Chinku actually paid for two coffee, but was still wondering why such an intelligent
student was showing interest in him. They settled themselves into a corner, enjoyed the first sip, put
down their cups, and the conversation began, Chinku breaking the ice.

”What do you think about the coming PR elections?”.

bhOndOO finished another sip, let the silence galore, and then putting down the cup, said in a
tone as if he was the only one knowing the answer, ”BenJi would be the new PR.”.

”Why do you think so?”.

bhOndOO, sounding really like a researcher now, made a serious face, as if he was going to utter
a reasoning behind P != NP, looked deep into the cup, and made a grand statement, ”Because, he
has no opponent.”. The joy of answering was seen from the fact that bhOndOO picked up the cup
and enjoyed another sip.

”Do you think BenJi is the right candidate for becoming a PR?”.

This was a googly, and bhOndOO was trapped into it. Imitating that he was providing a consulting
to a client worth 50 lakh, he thought for a moment and answered, ”I think, he is not the candidate.
A PR has to manage people properly. I dont think, BenJi can do that effectively. Moreover, he is a
bit egoistic. Not everyone would like him to be selected. A PR should have good soft-skills, should
be able to talk to anyone without reservations, and should be honest.”. Feeling like solving all the
questions of the Topics in Graph Theory paper, he enjoyed another mouthful of coffee.

”How about you contesting for PR post?”.

bhOndOO was clean bowled. The coffee remained in his mouth for a while. Looking at Chinku,
he realized that it was not a joke, but was a serious turn. He remembered Orkut fortune and appre-
ciated Google. He was overjoyed to hear that, but he was still not able to talk. For a moment, he
imagined himself to have become the PR, then came back to the real life, and tried to sound hesitant,
his face blushing, ”I...? How will I...? I mean, ... I am not the right candidate.”.

”You are! You talk to everyone in the class, you have a good reputation amongst students and
professors, and you don’t have any ego problem like that...”, Chinku didn’t allow himself to say ”Bas-
tard!” and instead said, ”BenJi”.
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bhOndOO had stopped drinking by now. ”I have good reputation amongst students and profes-
sors! Wow! I didn’t know that!”, he thought. His face started glittering as if he had found the
question paper for the final-exam of Computer Graphics.

”See, if you are ready to contest against him, I will nominate you. I and all my hostel-mates will vote
for you. We will also take others into confidence. That will make your win a certainty!”.

bhOndOO’s heart was throbbing as if he had found a gold mine. He tried everything to look calm
(but couldn’t). He wanted to show some more honesty and wanted to say, ”But I dont feel confident,
I am not as popular as BenJi, and blah blah blah...”, but he restrained himself from showing too
much of negative attitude – that may have snatched away his chance to become the next PR!

He agreed.

He lost 2-52.

example of iff.

Prof Vishwanathan was explaining the meaning of iff, and to complete the discussion, cited an example:

You fail iff you copy.

At the end of the semester, two students failed in the course. The reason mentioned in the grade list
on the notice board for each of them was: He does not understand the meaning of iff.

on deleting assignment!

bhOndOO was very upset with BenJi who managed to delete the whole assignment! It was due after
24 hours. Some conversations with the lab-mates after this:

Shami, ”How did you do that?”. BenJi, ”Like this.”. He typed the command rm -rf temp/ *.
”The space before star appeared by mistake.”. Shami (raising eyebrows and voice), ”Now dont press
enter, you are in my directory!”.

Gullu, bhOndOO biggest rival, couldn’t speak, he simply could not stop laughing.

Nisha, who was called Bahenji, ”You didn’t have backup?”. bhOndOO looked at her curious face and
felt like slapping it, ”If I were having backup, why the hell...”.

Babla, the topper, ”You wrote the code, right? Rewrite it man!”.

Nayan, who was planning to do MBA but couldn’t, ”bhOndOO, BenJi, relax. Go to coffee-board.
Drink something. Then start thinking about the probable ways of overcoming the situation. Evaluate
the possibilities and choose the best one.”.

Chandu, ”I think you should go to Sir and tell him what happened. He will give you an exten-
sion.”. bhOndOO, ”Yes, you are right.”. Chandu, ”Then we can also ask for extension :).”.
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Meanwhile, Barry, the most neglected person in the class (after bhOndOO) was witnessing the con-
versations, while working. He came forward, ”If I retrieve your assignment, what will you give me?”.
Everyone including bhOndOO and BenJi were shocked! ”Anything you want!”, bhOndOO shouted.
”Ok, I have just emailed you tar-gzipped version of your code written till today afternoon.”.

bhOndOO could not believe his ears. He pressed the buttons hurriedly, ”peni”, ”pein”, and finally
”pine”. Everyone looking over his shoulders was getting anxious. They all saw a mail containing an
attachment. bhOndOO saved the file, unzipped, untarred and saw the code intact! ”Fantastic! You
are a genius! Ask for anything you want.”.

Barry simply said, ”You will let me copy all your future assignments.”.

microsoft talks.

bhOndOO read notices of two talks by Microsoft Research Lab’s people: Search: The New Turing
Test by a General Manager and Computing: 10 years in the future by the Research Head. bhOndOO,
despite a long list of oppositions, admired Microsoft very much, for, he believed it made an end-user’s
life easy.

The problem was to remember about the talks. bhOndOO had once managed to forget about a
regular lecture while chatting with one of his schoolmates (mentioning gender would be redundant
here). He remembered a concept from Networks - Piggybacking, smiled, and thought of probable
victims who would attend the talks starting at 15:00.

He thought of Gullu, ”Very probable, but he will make sure that he does not remind me!”.

He thought of Shami, ”But she may forget it herself!”.

”Chandu hates Microsoft.”.

”Barry... will be sleeping in the afternoon.”.

”BenJi... sounds a good victim.”. bhOndOO talked to BenJi and BenJi agreed to remind him.

On the day of the talks, bhOndOO woke up and the first thing he remembered was (of course)
the talks. He quickly noted it on the back of a piece of paper (which was actually Algorithms mid-
term paper with Prof Joshi’s cartoon on it – drawn during the exam) and dropped it inside his shirt’s
pocket. For going for breakfast, he locked the door and noticed that there was a reminder note (writ-
ten on the back side of a page of bhOndOO’s rejected paper) on the door. He thought of BenJi’s
promptness, smiled and went to the mess. 9 out of 14 students he met there reminded him of the
talk! He felt it a bit surprising. He came back to the room and checked the back of his shirt and
trouser – there was no post-it. As a security measure, he changed both.

He got ready and went for Algorithms lecture. About half of the students in the class reminded
him of the talks as he entered. The remaining half also reminded him later when they came to know
about it. bhOndOO felt embarrassed, and kept quiet. Because of this, he could not concentrate on
the lecture... that day also. At the end of the lecture, Prof Joshi declared, ”This is a reminder for
all those who wish to go for the talk by Microsoft people.”. Though the declaration was to the whole
class, bhOndOO was annoyingly disappointed, since Prof Joshi kept looking at him while declaring.
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More embarrassed, bhOndOO left the classroom and went to the Computing Lab. He opened his
gmail account and found 127 new mails!

After reading 2 of the emails, bhOndOO, not knowing what was going on, left the department and
went straight to his room. He closed the door, lay down on the bed, started thinking about the
incidents since morning, and did not come to know when he slept.

As he woke up, he felt as if he was sleeping for many days! He looked at the watch and found
1:30. For a moment, he was not sure whether it was afternoon or night. ”Did I miss the talk?”. He
saw sunlight outside the room-window and felt better.

He quickly went for lunch and quickly came out of the mess. This time, almost half of the stu-
dents in the mess had reminded him of the talks.

At 14:30, he started for the department. On his way, he saw many students looking at him, some
smiling at him, some girls giggling at him, while some saying, ”All The Best!”.

”What the hell is going on?”.

He finally reached the department, reminded BenJi of the talk, went to the seminar hall, attended the
talk cum advertisement of Microsoft products, came back to lab and opened emails. He went through
all the 125 remaining and 76 newer emails and deleted those. He then looked for any new messages
on Architecture course newsgroup, and then for iisc.general newsgroup. He found a post from himself
titled ”Please help me!” – which he never wrote:

Hi all!

It has been a long standing dream of my father that I join Microsoft Research Labs. It is for this com-
pany that I came to Karnataka from Maharashtra. I have been working on a project which is towards
its completion and can produce a very high value to Microsoft. I tried to contact some Microsoft
people to show them a demo, but nobody replied. Tomorrow, at 15:00, a General Manager and the
Research Head are coming to CSA department for their talks. I dont want to miss it – especially for
a simple reason that I may forget. I want to grab this opportunity to get in touch with them to show
them a demo of the wonderful program, I invented. That will help me make my father’s dream come
true.

Therefore, if you care, please remind me of the talks tomorrow, if you see me. I look like this:
<hyperlink to my photo>.

Thanks a ton!

bhOndOO.

bhOndOO’s mobile.

bhOndOO’s monthly mobile bill consumes 20Following are the places where bhOndOO’s mobile gen-
erally exists:
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1. the pocket of his handbag.

2. the tabletop of his computer.

3. in bhOndOO’s hands, when he makes a call.

4. in someone else’s hands, when bhOndOO forgets it in lab or coffee-board.

bhOndOO has

1. lost his mobile 47 times.

2. 23 mails on iisc.lost-and-found newsgroup.

3. got back his mobile 47 times!

An incomplete list of reasons behind the last bullet is:

1. the mobile is monochrome – literally; it almost always shows only one color: white.

2. the buttons need to be pressed harder than NP-Hardness.

3. the mobile-speaker is as dumb as every student in Topics in Approximation Algorithms class.

4. Motorola has stopped the support for the model.

5. 67

bhOndOO cannot buy another mobile because his grandmother had gifted it to him when he was
selected for research in IISc.

the first month.

iisc life finishes a month today. Many interesting things happened, if we look back. Some of these
are:

1. bhOndOO was born.

2. Number of visits to the blog (excluding those of mine) exceeded 300.

3. The blog got the first reference: a link from the highly read blog of Dr Abinandanan. Almost
40

4. Number of entries is 16, producing an entry per two days.

5. Sujit commented the first entry and invited me to join Voices, an IISc newsletter. He did not
know who the person behind this blog was, and must have got surprised (or disappointed?)
when I replied to him, since we already knew each other. I joined Voices.

6. The blog entry bhOndOO goes for swimming. is selected to be put into the next issue of Voices.

7. The blog appeared in a few searches. The not-so-obvious were:

(a) how can students get selected in campus

(b) why does exam fever happen ?

(c) mind bluffs
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(d) google on campus interviews

(e) ”microsoft”

(f) Microsoft Research

(g) Take a smile and give it to of Mahatma G

(h) list of bad things about mahatma ghandi

(i) why did ghandi run a simple life

(j) chunni babu devdas

(k) ladies under the water of pool (this was a bit too much!)

It had been a nice journey so far. Hope to make it more and more enjoyable. Please feel free to give
me any suggestions you have.

Best Wishes.

csa website.

After listening to a religious talk by a lady on Astha channel who talked about ”Going beyond...”,
bhOndOO was very much inspired. He wished to go beyond his current academics and do something
more, that would give him more satisfaction. He started thinking of possible options:

1. getting two degrees by the end of my tenure at IISc – too unrealistic.

2. learning swimming – not again!

3. topping in a course – I would have done that, but one mid-sem is already over and I know how
I performed in it. Moreover, Gullu topped it.

4. doing a job along with the courses – a bit too much.

5. getting Infosys fellowship – hmmm, I can try that.

So bhOndOO decided to try for Infosys fellowship. To know about the details and criteria of the
fellowship, he opened the CSA website and in the search text box, entered ”infosys fellowship”, and
pressed the button titled ”Search CSA!”. He landed up with a 404 Not Found page and understood
the meaning of the exclamation mark on the search button.

”Stupid! This is Computer Science department and we cannot even have a working search mech-
anism! This is ridiculous!”. He suddenly realized that he can implement a robust search for the
department and can get the appreciation of many people. He felt great! He remembered another
quote from a personality development course (bhOndOO has so far undergone nine such courses –
including one in which he got the best student certificate), ”Make it big.”. bhOndOO’s gray cells
started working and bhOndOO hit upon the idea: How about recreating the whole CSA website?

bhOndOO was overjoyed. He calculated, ”Next mid-term is after two weeks. I can work on the
website for a week and study for another week. That sounds doable. I will get appreciation from
students, faculty, and it will make me a hero of the department! Done.”.

After a week, he had developed a very nice looking website containing most of the information from
the original site, but with different layout, different organization, and better clarity. He was very
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anxious to send a mail to Dr Ajay Chopra who was in charge of the CSA website. At 02:02 in the
night, he sent a mail to Dr Chopra mentioning the link to the website he created in a subdirectory
of his homepage. He went back to the hostel, fell asleep, and dreamt about the next day when his
appreciation was to begin.

Next morning, after having a hurried bath, bhOndOO rushed to the department, came to the lab,
logged in, opened pine, saw a reply from Dr Ajay Chopra, smiled, and pressed Enter. The mail read
as below:

Dear bhOndOO:

You have really created a nice website. However, we have already given a contract to a firm named
SurfZone to create a new website for the department. They have created a demo version at this link.
Please go through it and if you have any suggestions, please let me know.

Best.

Ajay

a paper by 114 authors.

Check out the link: this or this.

If anyone is aware of a paper by more authors, please comment.

a mobile in the lab.

An unusually special day. No, it was not a holiday. It was a day when the lab was almost full.
The competent reader must have understood that there must be an assignment submission deadline.
Looking at such a lab, Prof Chopra had once remarked, ”The lab has become a fish market.”. He
had waited for a moment and then continued, ”But it is still better than a desert.”.

Some students were busy with debugging, some with report writing, while some in copying. bhOn-
dOO was irritated. That day, he had received minimum marks in Modelling and Simulation’s second
assignment. He had seen students making fun of his marks. Already disappointed, when he entered
the lab, he stumbled against a chair and fell down, hearing a loud laugh. He wanted to beat everyone,
but seeing Shami, he kept silent. Moreover, he had to finish (and start) the assignment. But given a
chance, he was ready to take revenge.

According to the Law of Silence Wave, a time arrived when the lab attained a pin-drop silence.
Within five seconds, the silence was broken by a tune of Jhalak Dikhla Ja. Everyone started looking
at the source of the sound. It was bhOndOO’s mobile. Some girls ignored, some made faces, while
some remarked, ”Utha na!”. BenJi shouted, ”bhOndOO, pick up the phone yaar!”.

bhOndOO looked at BenJi, then picked up the mobile, saw ”Home” displayed, and the conversa-
tion started.

”Hello.”.
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”Hello Beta, I am Papa speaking.”.

bhOndOO kept silent for a second, and continued, ”Yes, Papa.”.

”Your voice is not clear.”.

”Mobile signals do not reach inside the lab properly. Tell me, why did you call?”.

”Beta, don’t mind. But, Mehra Uncle just wanted you to meet his daughter once. I know you
don’t want to get married to her. But it is only a few months and you would start earning. Moreover,
it is a friendship of generations. We should not say no right away.”.

”Okay Papa. As you say.”.

”So, are you ready to meet the girl?”.

”Yes, Papa.”.

”Good Beta. That’s really nice. Is it possible for you to come here in Diwali? I know you have
course work, but these things are also important.”.

”Okay Papa. I will come in Diwali.”.

”Oh! So nice of you. I will send you the railway tickets soon.”.

”Okay Papa.”.

”Beta, your voice seems very low. Is everything fine?”.

”Yes Papa. Don’t worry.”.

”Beta, your school friend Amol was asking for your mobile number. He is coming to Bangalore
for job hunting and does not have a place to stay. Your mother knows that you don’t entertain him,
and hence wants your consent before giving him the number. What do you say?”.

”It is okay Papa. You can give him my mobile number.”.

”Okay Beta. Your mother will talk to you in the evening. Take care of your health.”.

”Okay Papa. Bye.”.

”Bye.”.

bhOndOO disconnected, looked at the mobile, then looked around, and shouted, ”Whose mobile
is this?”.
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most welcoming room contest.

Hostel secretary put up a notice that on Nov 04, 2007, a group of organizers would observe rooms
of the participants and the most welcoming room would be declared on the next day. The winning
criteria was elegance and the winner would get free food from the mess for a month!

After most readers dispersed praising the innovative contest just before Diwali, our dear bhOndOO
looked at the hostel notice board. He was least bothered about welcoming anyone to his room, but
the part of the notice concerning his tummy and pocket kept him compelling. Junta were given only
two days to show their hospitality.

Strangely, almost half of the hostel took part. Some participants wanted to have fun, some were
forced by their parents, some by their girl-friends (to see how much they were capable of keeping the
house clean), while many wanted to simply get the mess out of their livelihood.

The environment in the hostel changed from chawl-like to temple-like. Like sensex, the sale of brooms
in the institute stationery shop suddenly attained a peak. Students were seen with water-buckets,
cleaning clothes, brooms, mugs; and the rooms started getting cleaned. The floors were getting swept,
window panes were getting washed, spider-webs were getting removed, baths were getting regular.
All Jennifers, Britneys, Bipashas, Malikas were removed; a few Indian gods replaced them – on walls.

On Nov 04, 2007:

It was innovation day, not only the contest but also the participation:

1. A Management student had invited his friends to take care of welcoming, water, sweets, offering
chairs to organizers, and escorting!

2. A Microbiology student had his girl-friends from the department to his rescue to actually throw
rose petals on the organizers on entry.

3. An Electronics student developed a sensing device to open the door as soon as someone is five
feet away from the door. He developed another to start a doll on the door saying ”Thank you.”
when someone left the room.

4. A Chemistry student drew rangoli in front of his doors. It later became popular in girls’ hostel
that the student had used soil blended with various colors using chemicals in his lab.

5. A Computer student painted walls and doors with cute fishes, and started a screensaver of fishes
on his computer, to give a cool look. He also wore a blue shirt.

The two organisers went to each decorated room. Every participant was well-dressed, well-combed
(rather combed), and smiling; almost ready to celebrate Diwali. The organizers witnessed a warm
welcome in every room, except one.

On Nov 05, 2007, the result of the Most Welcoming Room Contest was declared. You are right,
bhOndOO won it. Here’s what organizers said about his room:

When we entered his room, the room was actually empty except for two chairs beside the win-
dow pouring sunlight. The walls were clean without a single poster. We (the organizers) looked at
each other, sat on the chairs, talked nicely for a while and left. We both wanted to come back to the
room and spend some time there. In our views, it was the most elegant room.
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insulting remarks.

bhOndOO’s advisor, Prof Krishnamurthy, scolded bhOndOO for not being thorough with reading a
paper for discussion. bhOndOO had missed lunch, coffee with Shami, and chatting with a newly found
school-friend on orkut, to devote time for reading the cryptic 1987 paper. But all those sacrifices were
not worth. bhOndOO felt insulted. Prof Krishnamurthy asked him to re-read the paper and meet
next Tuesday.

bhOndOO came out of his advisor’s office. His face had a reddish tinge, his eyes were looking down,
lips were firmly closed, heart-beats had increased in number and intensity, his stomach had forgotten
about hunger, and his mind had only one thought – I have been insulted.

He looked back at the auto-closed door and thought of locking it from outside. He did not not
want someone to be able to open it without effort. Hence he evaluated the time and possibility for go-
ing to hostel and bringing the lock of his suitcase. No, no. It is too insane, he made himself understand.

He started walking in the corridor. How about posting something anonymously about him on
iisc.broadcast? No, it is moderated.

His creative juices started rolling. How about putting a notice to make all students of his courses
meet him in person – that will trouble him sufficiently! No, it is risky. The security guy will catch me.

bhOndOO reached the lab. Shall I write an automated email-sending program to send him one
thousand nine hundred and eighty seven emails? No, he can delete those easily. But then how about
adding a delay of 10 min between the emails? No, the lab admins can catch me.

He opened orkut. What if I create an orkut profile by his name and make it infamous in the commu-
nity? Well, I may not get enough response.

bhOndOO’s stomach woke up. He thought of going to the T-board to have a samosa. He came
out of the department and saw his advisor’s bicycle. How about puncturing it? No, there are many
people around.

He ordered a samosa and tea. How about using gimp software to distort his photo? But he does
not have his photo on his homepage. Moreover, other students won’t like it. He has good reputation
amongst them.

He finished samosa and tea. He was feeling better now. He stood up with enthusiasm and told
himself: Lets read the paper so much thoroughly that he will not get another chance.

an evening at advisor’s house.

Prof Krishnamurthy asked all his students to join for dinner at his place on Naraka Chaturdashi.
bhOndOO felt nice to get the invitation, especially after the last meeting. It was the second time he
had been called home by a teacher – the first time, when he visited his primary school principal’s
house, along with his father, after beating a fellow student.

bhOndOO took bath, combed, wore ironed blue shirt and jeans, cleaned his footwear by an un-
clean cloth, wanted to clean his bicycle with the same cloth, but did not, noting that it would be dark
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and the bicycle would be parked outside. He gave himself full marks for that optimization, smiled,
and left the hostel.

On the way, he reiterated in the mind that he needed to make a good impression on his advisor
and his family. He decided to show all his humble, hospitable, helpful nature to them.

He reached the lab to notice from other faces that he had not shaved. It was too late now, and
anyway, it would not have made him look smarter than anyone else present. Everyone was looking as
clean as Prof Agashe’s bald head. bhOndOO felt a bit of disappointment, but he still had a war to
fight at his advisor’s place. He reaffirmed himself, and they all left for Prof Krishnamurthy’s house
in a short while.

Prof Krishnamurthy welcomed everyone. bhOndOO remembered his opportunity to impress by being
humble and let everyone sit while he kept standing for his turn. They fell short by one chair. He had
to stand for another five minutes while Prof Krishnamurthy grabbed a colorful mat, threw it on the
floor, and looked at bhOndOO. bhOndOO had no choice. He managed his jeans to settle on the mat.

Introductions were done, and chit-chatting started. Being in a corner, bhOndOO could not actively
participate in the discussions. Initially, even when he could not hear the complete joke, he tried to
laugh when others did, but soon he realized that his colleagues were narrating bhOndOO’s stories!
He turned his face to look at photos, paintings, and the showcase on the walls, but could not manage
to turn his attention.

Meanwhile, his advisor’s wife entered the kitchen to look after the food arrangement and their one-year
daughter, Muggy, got a chance! She perhaps found bhOndOO the most promising victim, because he
was seated on her favorite mat, and went to him. bhOndOO also started playing with her, since he
knew that she, unlike others, would not laugh at him.

Muggy managed to break a glass of his spectacles. Prof Krishnamurthy apologized to him and
asked his wife to take their daughter inside. bhOndOO, receiving an apology from his advisor, got
enlightened, and humbly allowed the child to remain with him. It would not have looked nice to look
through a single glass, so he kept the spectacles in his pocket.

bhOndOO’s mobile witnessed almost a breakage when Muggy threw it on the floor. bhOndOO got
very upset, but smiled, and handed her over to her father. He felt relieved to check that the mobile
was in one piece. He soon realized, while messaging his friend, that the button titled number 3 had
to be pressed much harder to get the characters d-e-f on screen. Soon, Muggy went inside.

Prof Krishnamurthy’s wife arranged food on a table and Prof Krishnamurthy asked his students
to start eating. bhOndOO, being farthest from the table, and being humble, waited for others to get
their plates filled and then visited the table to see that his favorite Kaju Katli was over. He glanced
at the plates of others, and found a heap of 3-4 pieces in everyone’s plate! He wanted hard to grab at
least one piece from someone’s plate, but he decided to give company to his advisor, and went back
to the mat with his plate.

The dinner and discussion had just begun when Muggy reentered the scene. She found her victim
eating on her favorite mat. Others were involved in chatting and bhOndOO in eating. He suddenly
felt his head getting cooler and then saw a white thread dropping down from his head to his plate.
When Prof Krishnamurthy shouted, did he notice that it was water pouring down which Muggy threw
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on his head from behind.

Muggy was again taken inside and a lot of shouting, followed by melodious crying, was heard. bhOn-
dOO tried to finish his watery dinner and chose to remain half-hungry. He got very angry with himself
for deciding to be humble, but kept mum. He looked at his colleagues and found them mockingly
smiling. Prof Krishnamurthy came out in the hall, apologized to bhOndOO, and asked everyone to
continue dinner. After a short while, his wife took their daughter in their bedroom upstairs, but
bhOndOO felt a surge of terror when the mother-daughter duo crossed the hall – Muggy kept looking
at bhOndOO while being taken upstairs!

After having food, and having made Prof Krishnamurthy well aware of bhOndOO’s stories, they
decided to leave. It was very dark outside. bhOndOO took out his mobile to check for his friends’
messages. Prof Krishnamurthy was thanking everyone. Suddenly, someone hit bhOndOO’s mobile,
it dropped and got damaged. They all saw an intact plastic doll beside the mobile.

bhOndOO and others looked up to see Muggy smiling from the window.

a snake in the department.

Gullu was enjoying talking to Shami in the corridor, when suddenly they heard a loud cry worth 100
decibel of the lady looking after the garden. The lady managed herself from a fall and started running
as if she saw a dead body. Indeed, she saw a body; however, it was alive.

The security guard, Gullu and Shami ran towards the entrance of the department garden. ”Snake!
Snake!”, the lady shouted, while entering through the gate. The guard went with her into the garden
and asked her for the exact place where she saw the visitor (so that he could offer tea, coffee, pepsi).
From a distance of fifteen feet, she pointed her index finger towards a bush, and she came back by
another two steps. The guard slowly and carefully walked towards the bush.

He found a glistening stick at the bottom of the bush, enjoying quietly the proximity of the cy-
ber space in a beautifully sunny afternoon. The stick was around five feet in length, almost the height
of the guard. The guard imagined himself occupying the five feet long stomach and came back to the
garden entrance, before allowing the visitor to imagine him that way.

Gullu, Shami and a few students entered the garden. As during assignment submission, their move-
ment showed a lot of unity. The movement marched towards the bush. The glistening visitor escorted
the team by looking up. At the next moment, the movement diplomatically changed direction and
entered the corridor with throbbing hearts and wide open eyes.

bhOndOO witnessed the running crowd as he entered the department having a well-deserved sleep
after a nightout for ModSim assignment. The first person he noticed was Shami and the second was
the person who was talking to her – Gullu. He enquired and came to know of the uncalled guest
in the department. He looked at Shami, made up his mind, removed the haversack from his back,
emptied it in BenJi’s hands, and entered the garden.

The garden turned into a boxing ground. Surrounding walls of the department took the form of the
fence. The students became spectators, shouting, ”bhOn-dOO! bhOn-dOO!”, with one voice incoher-
ent, shouting, ”Cobra! Cobra!”, by Gullu. One boxer was a world-champion of all times, while the
other was playing his very first game! The newbie had strong gloves in his hand; the world-champion
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was bare-handed. The world-champion was seated peacefully, and the newbie started approaching
him with great caution.

They were five feet apart. The newbie stopped and stared at the world-champion. There was pin-drop
silence amongst the spectators, with the eyes and mouths open. The newbie moved another feet. His
heart was throbbing, and the spectators forgot breathing. The world-champion was still still.

The newbie moved another half-a-feet. No movement. ”Is he ill? Or is he dead?”, the newbie
thought. He imagined himself to have won the boxing world-championship and the world congratu-
lating him. His heart-beats came to normal, he relaxed, moved another feet and encroached upon the
territory of his rival.

The five feet giant raised its head, looked at the haversack and bhOndOO, and hissed. bhOndOO’s
heart-beats stopped. He froze with fear, started sweating, and could not move backward. All the
viewers were experiencing a breath-taking moment to see two species at a distance of two-and-a-half
feet apart. They all were awaiting the sole representator of the species to take an action against the
sole representator of their own species.

The snake abruptly moved its head down towards bhOndOO’s feet in slippers and two dots ap-
peared on bhOndOO’s left foot. The quick bite brought bhOndOO into senses, he shouted with an
intensity of 120 decibel, moved back, and ran towards the garden gate, leaving the haversack as a
parting gift.

Meanwhile, the security guard (five feet fame) called the snake rescue volunteers. They came up
with their own haversack and sticks, and took away the visitor to show it the CES (Center for Eco-
logical Sciences) department.

Despite getting known that the snake was not Cobra and not at all poisonous, the parting gift
of the two dots kept bhOndOO awake for two more nights.

philip s. yu.

Does anyone know what is special about this person? A quick Google search would show you that
he is from IBM Research etc. But then, why am I not talking about other people from IBM Research?

Imagine:

1. 37 papers published in 2007!

2. 127 papers published in last three years!

3. 467 (the highest according to DBLP database) papers published so far!

Look at the DBLP entry for this person.

And look at the most prolific DBLP authors.

coffee with shami.

A fine Saturday morning. Long time since bhOndOO met his advisor, and long time for the next
meeting. bhOndOO is relaxed. No nightouts, peaceful sleeps, early wake-ups, and early comings to
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the lab; and so is today.

bhOndOO is alone in the lab. He is merry, whistling Dil tadap tadap ke kah raha hai aa bhi ja,
reading Shami’s scrapbook on Orkut. His Orkut fortune today is Be tactful: Overlook not your own
opportunity. He is expecting something nice to happen to him today.

Suddenly, he hears opening of the lab door. Wow! Its Shami! Shami smiles at bhOndOO while
entering. bhOndOO does not notice it. He is busy finding and clicking on Home on the screen to
get away from Shami’s scrapbook. Damn it! IISc proxy is so slow. While clicking on the button, he
realizes that he should react to Shami’s greeting. He looks at Shami who is by now at a distance of
five feet and greets (with fear), ”Hello.”.

Shami walks past bhOndOO, casually looks at his screen, settles at a machine (not adjacent to
that of bhOndOO’s), and starts typing her login. bhOndOO has managed his reputation using the
most terrific key-combination of all times in the history of industrialization: Alt+Tab.

bhOndOO re-relaxes himself and notices his screen. Shit!, he exclaims. His Yahoo! mail is showing
an advertisement of Bharat Matrimony with a lady smiling at bhOndOO. I hope, she does not mis-
understand me.

bhOndOO is cautious now. He is hardly doing anything on his machine. His full concentration
is on the girl seated three machines away from him. Shami is typing a reply. The lab bears sounds
of her typing and the fan of AC. Will me not typing anything look suspicious? bhOndOO decides
to reply to some mail. However, his Yahoo! inbox contains zero mails. No, no. Typing something
is very important right now. bhOndOO opens one of the nine spams, clicks on Reply and starts typing.

bhOndOO’s concentration is at ultimatum. For typing thirty words, bhOndOO presses the Backspace
button sixty-nine times. This is very bad. Why am I getting tensed? bhOndOO relaxes himself and
starts typing slowly – now fully concentrating on his typing.

bhOndOO, coming for coffee? bhOndOO is thunderstruck. Reasons:

1. someone uttered his name.

2. some lady uttered his name.

3. Shami uttered his name.

4. some lady is asking him for coffee.

5. Shami is asking him for coffee.

bhOndOO looks at Shami standing beside him. Sure. bhOndOO mutters involuntarily. He locks
his KDE session and gets up. While getting up, he realizes what he saw on screen while locking the
terminal: he was replying to Julie and the subject was Re: Cannot forget last night.

bhOndOO looks at Shami and notices no signs of disgust. May be, she did not see it. But what
if she did?

They meet a junior on the way and the junior greets them with a smile. From the mocking smile
of the junior, bhOndOO realizes that he is going alone with Shami! Oh my God! I never got this
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chance before! He recollects his Orkut fortune. bhOndOO adjusts his spects, sweeps his hand across
his hair, and clears his throat. He is suddenly looking confident – confident to break the ice.

”Going home in Dec?”, bhOndOO asks.

”Ya. I could not go in summer because of the summer course. I must go now. How about you?”.

”No, I am planning to do some paper reading for my research in Dec. I may go home in Feb.”.

Shami nods. This small conversation boosts up bhOndOO’s confidence. Shall I talk to her? Lets get
seated first. He remembers the slogan of Cafe Coffee Day: A lot can happen over a cup of coffee.
They enter the Tea Board. I must pay for her coffee today. He inserts his hand in the pocket and
feels a single coin of five rupees. One coffee costs four rupees.

Are yaar! Why does this happen with me only? They are 10 feet away from the queue and bhOndOO
is searching for alternatives:

1. I will not drink coffee.

2. I will ask the shopkeeper for credit. If he does not agree, how about keeping my watch with
him?

3. Is there anyone familiar already in the queue?

4. How about me paying for Shami’s coffee and she paying for mine?

Before bhOndOO could decide, Shami says, ”I have two coffee-coupons. Don’t get into the queue.”.
Though bhOndOO is relieved that the calamity is avoided, he knows that he has also lost the chance
of paying for Shami.

They settle at a corner. bhOndOO is all set. He makes up the first statement in the mind: Shami,
I love you. The statement gets rejected – by himself. He retries: Shami, I want to talk to you
something. This sounds better. Now, bhOndOO is looking for the right opportunity to start talking,
without phrasing what he is going to say after the first statement.

bhOndOO’s heart-beats reach ninety per minute. He is trying to talk, but is not able to utter a
single word. Is it so difficult to say such things? He quotes to himself: Be brave, man dies only once.
He clears his throat, and manages, ”Shami...”.

Shami looks up, in astonishment. bhOndOO does not, but Shami knows that bhOndOO never
utters her name. She stops drinking her coffee and is looking straight into the eyes of bhOndOO.

The rate is now ninety-five per minute. bhOndOO feels himself lost in the eyes of Shami. He for-
gets what he is going to say. When he comes to senses, he says, ”Um..., the coffee is very nice, isn’t it?”.

Shami smiles, looks down, and nods. bhOndOO curses himself: If this is what was going to be
her response, I should have asked whether she loves me.

”Generally, the coffee here is not good compared to the Coffee Board. The Coffee Board has main-
tained its standard. I heard that they import it from Kerala. However, this coffee (in Tea Board) is
what we get in shops.”.
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It drops to eighty per minute. After a lot of praise for the coffee, bhOndOO experiences the last
sip of coffee, and sees a nice little dead cockroach at the bottom of the cup. Not to contradict his
statements, he gulps in the last sip and keeps the cup away from Shami’s eyes.

While going back to the department, bhOndOO decides to do a full rehearsal before proposing.

a potato bun.

While passing by the tea-board, bhOndOO saw a fat guy with a big mouth eating two potato buns
together like a sandwich. bhOndOO was amazed to see that, mainly because, there was still enough
gap for a third bun.

bhOndOO was hungry and the sight of the bun-train entering the tunnel made him feel the hunger
more. There was almost an hour and a half for snacks to get served in the mess. For a moment, he
tried to alter his direction of thinking by looking at trees. But the mocking laugh of a monkey sitting
on the tree and enjoying a bun-piece did not allow bhOndOO to get distracted. He looked at the fat
guy again and saw the immense satisfaction on his face holding the remaining piece of the sandwich.
bhOndOO thought: Hasn’t he eaten since ages? He looked down and thought: A better question
would be, whether he is eating since ages.

bhOndOO checked his pocket: two one-rupee coins. A potato bun costs four rupees. He was not surprised.
He took out the wallet to check emergency money. Another rupee came out. bhOndOO remembered
that he used five rupees from emergency money to get his bicycle-tyre-puncture cured while returning
from a bicycle trek.

The rupee from the emergency money increased his urge to eat a potato bun. He looked around
but did not see anyone familiar. He heard a large burp from the fat guy. I must eat a potato bun
NOW!.

bhOndOO marched straight to the department and entered the computing lab. He went directly
to BenJi. Before bhOndOO could speak, BenJi declared, ”Lets go.”. ”Where?”. BenJi looked at
bhOndOO in such a manner as if bhOndOO was asking the stupidest question of the twenty-first
century. ”Algo lecture!”. Oh! How did I forget? I was coming to the department to attend that
itself! bhOndOO then asked himself three questions: Shall I? Shall I? Shall I? His mind finally said:
Okay, eat the bun fast and rush to the lecture. bhOndOO declared to BenJi, ”I will come later.”.
bhOndOO felt very bad that he was going late to the lecture because of a potato bun and in this
feeling-bad business, he forgot to ask BenJi for money.

He looked around and saw Shami. No, no! I should not take money from her. He came out of the
lab and started walking towards stairs to go to Litec Lab. On the way, he met Prof Krishnamurthy.
Ignoring bhOndOO’s greeting, he said, ”bhOndOO, can we meet now in my office for five minutes?”.
”Sir, actually I have a class right now.”. ”Oh! Okay. Can you meet me after the lecture?”. ”Yes, Sir.”.

bhOndOO reduced his speed to let his advisor go ahead and then changed his direction to enter
Litec Lab. He looked around and saw Gullu. Asking Gullu for one-rupee did not sound like a great
idea, but the remembrance of the bun-train entering the tunnel made bhOndOO approach Gullu.

”Gullu, do you have one rupee?”.
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Gullu looked at bhOndOO from top to bottom as if bhOndOO was begging. He took out a coin
from his pocket and dropped it in bhOndOO’s hands. ”I will return it to you in the evening.”.

Glad, bhOndOO ran towards the tea-board. Algo lecture had already begun and the queue at tea-
board contained five customers. bhOndOO went restless. He saw two of the ladies in front carrying
hundred-rupee notes, and realized that they would be taking time. He heard the boy at the head
of the queue asking for ”potato bun.”, followed by the shopkeeper shouting at his boys, ”one potato
bun!”, followed by the tone of one of his boys serving a plate containing a potato bun to the boy
customer, ”Potato buns are getting over, only one is remaining now.”.

bhOndOO dreaded at the statement. There are still four persons in front of me. What is the
probability that at least one of them would ask for a potato bun? bhOndOO’s studious mind started
calculations: It is one minus the probability that none of them would ask for a potato bun. He realized
that he had pretty less chance of eating a potato bun. bhOndOO thought something, to which his
mind reacted: No, no. You should not do this. bhOndOO listened to his stomach instead, left the
queue, went the other way directly to the counter and put forth his hand containing four coins to
the shopkeeper, with a hasty tone: Potato bun!. He heard a whisper of uneasiness among the other
people in the queue, ignored, took the last bun and went to the table where formerly the giant was
enjoying the sandwich of potato buns.

A smile appeared on bhOndOO’s face. By showing a bit of illegitimate behavior, he had managed to
get what he wanted. Moreover, he had used probability theory to solve a real world problem. Till
now, he used to think that probabilistic methods are useless when it is a do-or-die situation. At the
current moment, bhOndOO was the happiest person in the world. He was not minding going to the
Algo lecture ten minutes late. He looked at the potato bun and felt a soothing sense of satisfaction.
Just before bhOndOO’s nervous system ordered his hand-muscles to lift the potato bun from the
plate, the monkey on the tree jumped, took the bun and flew away.

As if whatever happened was not enough, Prof Krishnamurthy passed by and saw bhOndOO seated
at the tea-board.

bhOndOO decides to commit suicide.

bhOndOO is very upset. Reasons:

1. he is not getting an idea in his research.

2. his guide is not happy with his performance.

3. he got very bad grades in the courses.

4. his parents are not as learned as the parents of his fellow-colleagues, to give him support.

5. he feels that he is not as charming, intelligent, bold as Gullu, and that Shami likes Gullu more.

Following the tradition, he decides to end his life. He thinks of alternatives:

1. by hanging from the fan.

2. by consuming poison.
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3. by lying down on a railway track.

4. by cutting a nerve of the hand.

5. by penetrating a knife into the stomach.

6. by drowning.

bhOndOO is not able to think further. He feels sad that he is not able to come up with ideas to
commit suicide! No wonder, I cannot get ideas in my research. He gets upset further.

bhOndOO starts evaluating each idea. He straight-away rejects the last idea.
He has experienced drowning once and he knows how it is like. What is the point in trying it again?
I should try something new. He compels his mind to believe that he is not afraid of drowning.

For penetrating a knife, bhOndOO knows that he does not have a knife. Getting one from mess-
workers may make them feel suspicious. And anyway, I have enough other ideas.

Cutting a nerve with a blade sounds scary, mainly because he has a blade. But I should keep
the idea as a backup option, the procedure of committing suicide should not have a single point of
failure.

For lying down on a railway track, bhOndOO will have to travel to Yeshwantpur Railway Station.
Lets not consider this option. We will see if other options fail.

Consuming poison requires poison. I should get some insecticide from someone.

Hanging from the fan requires a rope. I think I have one.

bhOndOO wraps the rope around the fan and checks by pulling whether the rope is strong enough.
He then creates an open knot at the other end and standing on his chair inserts his head into the
knot. He remembers his parents. He comes back to the floor, and starts crying. After ten minutes,
he writes a note: Nobody is responsible for this suicide, and keeps it in his shirt’s pocket. He climbs
up the chair again, re-inserts his head into the knot of the rope, closes his eyes and throws away the
chair with his legs.

The blow to the chair has been very hard, but instead of feeling the pain in the feet, bhOndOO
feels it on his head. What happened? And... what am I doing on the floor? He finds himself seated
on the floor with the fan lying beside. The fan has hit him on the head.

”Hey Chunni Babu, do you have an insecticide?”. ”Why? You also have a mouse in your room?”.
”Umm, yes. It is eating my Compiler Handbook. I tried to divert its attention by putting a piece of
bread in a corner. But it seems mice in IISc are more technology-savvy.”. Chunni Babu laughs and
gives a small packet containing pink powder to bhOndOO.

Eating it directly will be difficult. I will add it to water. bhOndOO adds the powder to a glass
containing water. Some nice bubbles get formed into the glass. bhOndOO smells it. Yuck! It smells
worse than Vodka! But bhOndOO makes up his mind and decides to drink it.

”bhOndOO, 356, internal... bhOndOO, 356, internal...”, someone shouts on the public address sys-
tem. I have a call. bhOndOO keeps the glass aside, goes to the telephone, picks up the receiver:
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”Hello?”. ”Hello bhOndOO, this is Shami.”.

bhOndOO is excited at a moment and then remembers that he is going to commit suicide. ”Yes.”.
”bhOndOO, can you meet me in the lab right now?”.

bhOndOO’s mind starts working. She seems to have some problem. I must help her. But, she
does not like me. I must end my life. ”Sorry, I will not be able to come.”. bhOndOO’s negated state-
ment is followed by an awkward silence which lasts for two seconds. bhOndOO keeps the receiver,
without letting Shami speak.

She must be having some problem, otherwise she would not have called at 23:30. Should I post-
pone my suicide until tomorrow... No, no. I must do it today. It is a deadline.

bhOndOO comes to the room and finds the glass horizontal, water spilled, and the mouse dead.

bhOndOO takes out a blade, and takes it closer to his left hand. This is where they cut in the
movies. bhOndOO’s pulse rate increases to four hundred and fifty per five minutes, because he is
standing in his room with blade in his right hand for five minutes. It will be very painful. Lets go
the Yeshwantpur Railway Station.

bhOndOO grabs his bicycle. Shall I first go to the lab and see Shami? He turns the bicycle to-
wards the department.

Shami is seated alone in the lab – weaping. bhOndOO is astonished, but she is not surprised to
see bhOndOO and does not try to clear the tears.

”What happened?”.

”My father is hospitalized. He was suffering from a severe chest pain.”.

”Oh! Don’t worry. Everything will be alright. You want to go home?”.

”Yes, but I do not know what to do? I will not get a train ticket so early.”.

”Hmmm! Do you have passport?”.

”Yes. But why?”.

”I will book a plane ticket for you online. Tomorrow morning you should be able to leave for your
home. By noon, you should reach home – assuming three hour delay by the plane.”.

Shami smiles, and both of them feel good.

”Thanks bhOndOO.”.

bhOndOO smiles and nods, as if saying, You are most welcome.

After bhOndOO books a ticket online with his credit card, he says with authority, ”Come, I will
drop you to the hostel.”.
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They both start walking with their vehicles. On the way, bhOndOO sees a dustbin and throws
the chit in his shirt’s pocket into it – after tearing it off.

erdos number.

Find out your Erdos number here.

Also check out Erdos number project.

bhOndOO off until Christmas.

I am leaving for enjoying vacation until Christmas. See you then.

Happy researching.

sweet nothings.

bhOndOO likes Java and is very slow. He managed to board his train to Nagpur just-in-time. The
coolie forced his luggage below the seats to which bhOndOO reacted in an angry tone. He then
argued for the coolie’s charges and the discussion went on for another two minutes. The coolie also
managed to get down just-in-time, otherwise, he would have required to get down at Dharmavaram
– after three hours.

Their discussion in Kannada on Indian economy was witnessed by the sole participants of the com-
partment – a young couple, seemingly newly married. The couple was earlier disappointed to see
an intruder to their privacy (in public railways), but later settled for the thought that the Kannada
intruder would not be able to comprehend their conversation in Marathi.

bhOndOO could not control his smiles to hear the couple’s sweet nothings. He took out a book
on Data Mining and allowed himself to laugh at times, projecting that he was reading a humorous
story!

bhOndOO recalled Prof Murthy angrily quoting in the class after Data Mining’s first assignment
submission (which nobody did), ”Mining is not a joke!”.

When Wardha, the station one hour prior to Nagpur, arrived, bhOndOO purchased a Marathi news-
paper.

The couple vanished from the compartment.

an unsolved puzzle.

Came across a poetic version of the well-known problem in theoretical computer science.

And a quotable quote by Thomas Carruthers:
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a teacher is one who makes himself progressively unnecessary.

A few more quotes are topically categorized here.

course registration.

As the new semester started, registrations for various courses was on. A few discussions in Computing
Lab are noted here.

1. ”Prof Sree is offering a course this year; it was not offered last year.”. ”So what! One professor
in Instrumentation offered a course after 19 years!”.

2. ”We should credit 4 courses this semester. I want to credit Advanced Computer Architecture
as well as Compilers. But if I take both of these heavy courses, I will not be able to credit any
other!”

3. ”Are yaar! Cognition is only 3 credits. It dismantled all my calculations!”.

4. ”You are taking Machine Intelligence! Ok, I will also take it then.”.

5. ”Are you mad! You want to take that course!”.

6. ”He considers himself a big shot. Here, we cannot handle 4 courses and he is taking 5! He will
understand it at the end of the semester - in a hard way.”.

7. ”Do you know what all courses Shami has taken?” (this was bhOndOO).

8. ”When is the first lecture of Databases?”. ”It was today in the morning.”.

9. ”Coming for coffee?”. ”No yaar, I have to go for the first lecture of Topics in Graph Theory
course.”. ”First lecture, right? He will give only administrative details. Lets go for coffee.”.

10. ”Is anyone taking Distributed Computing?”.

11. ”What! I am the only one crediting it?”.

12. ”See, I am crediting this course only because of you. Promise me that you will attend all the
lectures and take all the notes.”.

the bet and the tears.

Gullu was narrating his experience of watching Taare Zameen Par, ”Everyone was in a senti mood
when the song Meri Maa was on. Some girls started crying then itself. When Ishaan looks at Aamir
Khan’s painting towards the end, even boys felt pressure on their hearts! And when Ishaan embraces
Aamir, almost everyone’s eyes contained tears.”.

”Did you also have tears?”, Shami asked, inquisitively.

”Umm... Yaaa... I mean, everyone had...”, Gullu felt a bit odd to say yes. Benji added, ”In fact,
after the movie, the kid sitting beside Gullu said – Aap kitna rote ho! (You cry a lot!)”.

bhOndOO rightfully noted Gullu’s hesitation while answering the question and to tease him, started
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laughing. Gullu did not like the mocking laugh (in front of Shami) and challenged, ”bhOndOO, if you
see the movie, I bet, you will also cry!”. bhOndOO realized that his laugh is resulting into a delicate
situation for himself. But Shami’s presence made him say, ”Okay, I bet. I will watch the movie
and not bring a single tear in my eyes.”. Gullu’s mind went over the technicalities, ”You should keep
your eyes and ears open and should not talk on mobile. Basically, the bet should be faithfully fought.”.

bhOndOO agreed and it was decided that Gullu and Shami would accompany him in Kaveri theatre
the same night.

bhOndOO and Gullu took positions on each side of Shami in the theatre. But Gullu was not sure
of bhOndOO’s honesty. He made up his mind and changed his position to sit on the other side of
bhOndOO – away from Shami. bhOndOO was overjoyed. Gullu checked bhOndOO’s ears for cotton
plugs or any radio cord.

The movie started and Gullu got surprised to see bhOndOO not smiling during the initial part of the
movie. He checked that bhOndOO was not sleeping. When the song Meri Maa started, bhOndOO
was still sitting peacefully without any emotions on his face. His eyes seemed more open than usual,
but sure without any sign of tears – not even via his nose.

When Ishaan sees Aamir’s painting, Gullu was sure bhOndOO would show a response, but he was
disappointed. Gullu got restless. He thought of doing all possible tasks to make bhOndOO cry –
pinching him by hand, pinching him with a pin, making a snake bite him, telling him that his advisor
has stopped his scholarship, telling him that Shami loves Gullu, and cutting an onion!

After the painting competition, when Ishaan runs and embraces Aamir, Gullu looked at bhOndOO
for his last bet. He shouted, ”See, bhOndOO is crying!”.

Shami looked at bhOndOO, saw his glistening eyes in the poor light, and asked, ”bhOndOO?”.

bhOndOO looked at her, then at Gullu and asked, ”Don’t bluff! I am not crying.”.

bhOndOO’s strong statement made it clear that Gullu was incorrect. bhOndOO won.

The next day, everyone made fun of Gullu, not for crying, but for losing a bet with someone like
bhOndOO!

The previous night, after returning from the movie, bhOndOO went to Chunni Babu and thanked
him for his spects. bhOndOO’s eyesight required spects of -5D. Chunni Babu’s spects’ number was
-0.25D.

harbhajan, symonds, and the monkey.

Morning, Computing Lab.

bhOndOO: Bhajji was not at all wrong in calling him a monkey.

BenJi (who was going for Algorithms lecture): Can you prove it?

bhOndOO: Sure, I can. Just check these two photos: one, two.
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Afternoon, Tea board.

bhOndOO: In fact, my claim is: A monkey is superior to Symonds.

BenJi (who had just arrived from Algorithms lecture): Can you prove it?

bhOndOO: Sure, I can.

bhOndOO went near the fence of Tea board over which a monkey was drinking Tropicana juice
(orange flavor) and looked into the monkey’s eyes. The monkey, in turn, opened up his face to bhOn-
dOO and looked into his eyes. There was a pin-drop silence. The looking-into-the-eyes business went
on for five seconds, when suddenly bhOndOO shouted, ”Youuu!!! Symonds!!!”. The monkey got very
agitated and shouted in turn at bhOndOO. He then concluded his anger by throwing the empty juice
packet towards bhOndOO.

bhOndOO turned to BenJi and remarked, ”See!”.

the course load.

A few lines from the chat session between bhOndOO and his senior Andy, who is currently in Yahoo!
Bangalore:

Andy: Hello bhOndOO. How are you doing?

bhOndOO: I am fine. How is your work?

Andy: A lot of work. You tell me, how are courses going on?

bhOndOO waited for a moment, the expressions on his face vanished, and he continued.

bhOndOO: The courses are going fantastic. I have credited four courses this semester. First is
Advanced Computer Architecture, for which the instructor expects us to read a paper 15-20 times
and devote 30 hours per week. Second is Compiler Design, for which we got the first assignment in
the second lecture. Third is Modeling and Simulation for which the instructor said that if he does
not like our project, we would get grade D. And fourth is Topics in Graph Theory, which does not
have any programming assignments or projects, but I just do not understand what the instructor is
teaching.

...

the class, the lecture, and the nap.

”I shouldn’t have eaten that much!”, bhOndOO explained to himself. It was a treat from Gullu for
losing the bet. There, enthusiastically bhOndOO bet for eating ten potato buns. He lost – he could
manage only eight.

bhOndOO slept at 03:00 and now, at 08:30 in the Compiler Design class, he is cursing himself for
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the bet. He declared (in mind), ”Having a lecture at 08:30 is a punishable offense.”. It looked too
strict, so he added an amendment, ”Having a lecture at 08:30 is a punishable offense, if there exists
a student having eaten eight buns the previous night.”.

”We will study static and dynamic scoping today.”, Prof Sree declared, ignoring bhOndOO’s amend-
ment, ”Lets see an example.”.

bhOndOO tried to forget about his tired body and started concentrating on the lecture. By the
time Prof Sree finished writing the example on the white-board, the letters had started dancing in
front of bhOndOO’s eyes. ”In case of static scoping...” – bhOndOO blinked and tried to keep his eyes
open. Prof Sree kept looking for a moment at the wonderful mixture of big spects + sleep getting
heavily prevailed + bhOndOO’s eyes unusually wide open + unsuccessful attempt of not closing them.

bhOndOO adapted an intelligent strategy: he would try to keep the eyes open till Sir faced the
students, and as soon as Sir turned to the board, bhOndOO would close eyes to get a glimpse of
adorable sleep! A wondeful strategy, just that once Sir took a long time before turning to students...

”...activation record of P5...... static link points to......... and the dynamic............”.

bhOndOO suddenly opened his eyes hearing a loud voice. He looked around, realized that he was
at a place where he should not have been – the class, and looked at the reason for his punishment
speaking, ”...But in case of dynamic scoping, the environment of the caller is available to the callee.”.
bhOndOO dreaded the scene as Prof Sree was directly looking at him in a manner which cannot be
called admiringly.

bhOndOO moved his back away from the chair, started moving his knees to-and-fro to keep him-
self active and awake! He also looked around for support from the class; but everyone was awake. He
took a deep breath, blinked his eyes several times, and finally kept the eyes open.

”Now we will see how to pass procedures as parameters to other procedures.”. bhOndOO tried
to fool himself by making himself believe that Sir was starting the most interesting topic of the whole
Compiler Design course, but soon the reality prevailed.

”... But P3 cannot access P6’s environment according to lexical scoping rules... P3 has P6 as a
parameter... the caller is P5... the callee... the pointer... this goes from here to here...... here to
there......... static link........... dynamic.........”.

Soon, Prof Sree’s link was broken by a strange rhythmic sound. He looked around and found bhOn-
dOO snoring. Sir tried to ignore him and continued, ”... and therefore we maintain a pointer to the
environment along with the procedure...”. But the climatic sound of snoring simply went on increasing.

”bhOndOO?”, Prof Sree finally said, then shouted, and then gave up. BhOndOO was busy linking
his thoughts, ”...... link from a potato bun... ten buns... eight...... the bet...... Gullu...... Shami......
garden...... song.........”.

helping donald knuth.

Do you know how to spell Ashok Subramanian in the mother tongue in which this name originated?
Or how about Uppaluri Siva Ramachandra Murty? Or Vairelil Vishwanath Menon?
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If yes, you can help Donald Knuth. How? Check it out here.

complexity of a ...

Everyone at the table was talking either about cricket, tennis, or chess. bhOndOO was getting bored.
He wanted junta to talk something else, or simply keep their mouths shut! He waited for a few
minutes, but the discussions, arguments, and chaos just went on increasing.

bhOndOO stood up, and shouted, ”Guys, ...”.

Everyone was shocked – not that bhOndOO cracking voice was the issue, but that bhOndOO was
actually standing to say something to the group! It was a bit too much.

bhOndOO himself felt a bit nervous to feel the sudden silence. But imitating a bold gesture, he
continued, ”Have you ever heard about complexity of a song?”.

Everybody looked at bhOndOO for a second, then at each other for two, relaxed, and started dis-
cussing something else. A few responses were, ”Only bhOndOO can ask such questions.”, ”I used to
think he is dumb, but he is stupid!”, ”Where were we?”.

bhOndOO continued, raising the voice further, ”Guys, really, Donald Knuth has written a paper
on Song Complexity.”.

Hearing a familiar name of a big shot, everyone stared at bhOndOO. ”Really!”, bhOndOO tried
to look convincing, ”In fact the paper has been published in Communications of the ACM.”.

”Do you have that paper?”, BenJi asked.

”Ya sure, I will send a link to you.”.

After the meeting was dismissed with uneasiness, bhOndOO sent the link to junta.

the printer and the problem.

A fine Sunday morning – cuckoos singing, wind whistling, and strangely, bhOndOO awake. ”We two
seem to be the only humans in the department.”, bhOndOO thought of the security guard. After
drinking water, bhOndOO was returning from the water cooler, when he saw his advisor’s office open.
”Is he in? Or is it a thief?”.

Feeling concerned, bhOndOO tried to peep inside Prof Krishnamurthy’s office, keeping as much
portion of his body outside as possible. Seeing nobody, bhOndOO took out his neck and the hollow
structure above it outside the office, and was shocked to see Prof Krishnamurthy coming his way
looking straight at bhOndOO.

”G...Good afternoon, Sir.”. ”Good morning, bhOndOO.”.

bhOndOO went past him and cursed himself for peeping inside the office, ”What must he be thinking
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of me! I shouldn’t have done that.”.

”bhOndOO?”, he heard his advisor calling him. Threatened, bhOndOO turned back to say, ”Sir,
I was simply checking that there is no thief in your office.”.

”Do you have access to a printer?”.

”What?”, bhOndOO’s involuntary reply!

”Actually, the printer pages of the faculty printer are over and no one is there to fill in the pages, and
I need a printout rather urgently. Can you get a printout for me?”.

”Sure.”, and bhOndOO started going towards stairs to reach the ground floor Computing Lab where
the printer was kept.

”I will send the PDF by email to you.”, Prof Krishnamurthy almost shouted from behind.

”Oh! Yes, Sir.”, bhOndOO realized that in excitement he had not even bothered about it.

On the second last step, bhOndOO stumbled and fell down. His strong spects were intact, but
bhOndOO knew from the fall that the printout business was not going to be easy. It was a warning.

bhOndOO found the Computing Lab locked. He returned to the entrance to see the security guard
missing. He remembered his advisor waiting for the printouts and felt uneasy. He waited for an
enormous amount of time and after two minutes, saw the security guard coming from the rest room.

”Computing Lab keys.”, bhOndOO did not allow him to spend time in asking useless questions.
But the new security guard was innocent. ”What is the room number, Sir?”.

bhOndOO was red with anger. But he controlled himself, went to the lab again, and came back
with the answer, ”Hundred and fifteen.”.

”What, Sir?”, the guard did not quite understand.

”One one five.”, bhOndOO uttered each word with force, and before the guard could say anything,
took away the key labelled ”115” from the key-box in the guard’s hands. The guard was unimpressed.

bhOndOO inserted the key into the lock and turned it to the right – the levers did not move. He knew
the problem of that lock not opening, since the key was a bit deflated, and kept trying for another
five minutes. At the end, he had the lock unopened and the key more deflated. He looked at his sole
rescue team member and the security guard happily came to help him. The guard inserted the key
into the lock, turned it to the right, and the lock opened.

bhOndOO did not know what to say. He, in fact, did not say anything.

The security guard opened the door of bhOndOO’s fate. bhOndOO knew that his advisor must
be waiting for him. He swung into action again. Managed two unsuccessful attempts to log into his
account. He knew that another unsuccessful attempt would lock his account. Hence he typed the
password carefully one letter after another, closed his eyes, and pressed enter. When he opened his
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eyes, he saw a shell prompt.

bhOndOO opened pine, downloaded the PDF from Prof Krishnamurthy’s mail, remembered Murphy,
and fired a print. Nothing happened. He went to the printer and checked its power and other cabling.
Everything looked fine. bhOndOO checked the paper trays and found around 50 pages. Suddenly,
he noticed the LED near Start button turned off. He pressed the Start button and the printer came
alive with a roaring sound of a lion.

The first page came out and bhOndOO felt happy. The happiness vanished after he read the page.
It was the project report of Chunni Babu. ”I must wait till the previous requests are over.”. A few
printer jobs were already queued.

bhOndOO waited for a while and then suddenly realized that the prior printouts could eat away
all the pages. He got uneasy, thought for a while, and then declared, ”Prof Krishnamurthy’s print-
outs are more important than those of Chunni Babu.”, opened a tray, took away 6 pages out of it,
and closed it. The printer continued printing Chunni Babu’s project report.

”Six are enough – five for ten-page PDF and one as a backup!”.

After the printer stopped, bhOndOO checked the tray – it was empty. He then inserted back the
printed pages into the tray and closed the tray. The printer continued printing overwriting the printed
project report. Then it printed a few slides, and then bhOndOO’s PDF – making almost all the project
report unreadable.

When the printer stopped, bhOndOO removed the remaining pages from the tray and inserted his
six reserved pages. He then fired the print from the shell prompt. The printer started roaring again
and started printing. bhOndOO was very happy with his paper management. He was only five-page
away from a Thank You note from his advisor.

The printer’s roaring suddenly turned into a hiccup and it came to a hard stop! bhOndOO checked it
to see the very first paper jammed into the printer. ”Why does it happen to me?”, bhOndOO’s usual
response. He recalled Murphy, opened back cover and started pulling the paper out. He succeeded in
getting half of it out. He cursed the printer, then cursed Murphy and then himself!

bhOndOO sat in the Computing Lab for a while, then decided something and went to Prof Kr-
ishnamurthy’s office.

”Sir, there is some problem with the students’ printer. Therefore, I have brought these five pages for
you. You can take the printout from the faculty printer now.”.

”Thank you very much, bhOndOO.”.

iisc, orkut, dating, matrimony, and the ban.

bhOndOO saw an advertisement on the department notice board about a competition by Google:
Google Product Prodigy. He was delighted to read that the winners would receive awards worth
Rs.20 lakh. Hence he sent an idea proposal to Google. To his surprise, his idea got shortlisted!

The next step was to actually implement the idea. Enthusiastically, bhOndOO started working
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on implementing the idea. The idea revolved around getting information from the accounts of Orkut
and mine (as in data mining) it to give some useful information and statistics. The last date of
submission of the project was Jan 31, 2008.

On Jan 30, bhOndOO had his implementation working in his web directory. He sent the url of
the working implementation to Google, went to his room, and slept peacefully.

The next day, on Jan 31, he came to the lab and tried opening www.orkut.com. He got a logo
of IISc and a sweet message as below:

Dear 10.192.12.31,

This is a message from the IT Department.

The web site you are trying to access: www.orkut.com/ is listed as a site within the
category DatingAndMatrimonials

Current Internet Access Configuration does not allow you to visit sites within this
category at this time.

That’s a welcome change, bhOndOO thought, It would save a lot of students’ time – may be. At the
next instant, bhOndOO was terrified; he checked his project url and found that it had stopped giving
any results!

scholarship hike in iisc.

Over 100 students constituted the mob led by Surya and faced by Student Council Chairman Guddu on
the Gymkhana ground. Surya summarized the happenings, ”The authorities said that students should
mind their own business and should not interfere in the administrative procedure. The authorities
further claimed that if students continue asking for money, then they will face harsh consequences.”.
Surya continued, ”Friends, we simply asked for the update on what steps have been taken towards
renewal of scholarship. Some IITs and other institutes in Bangalore have started getting renewed
scholarships since late last year. But there is no sign in IISc! Now, we have to decide the further
steps.”.

Surya opened it for students, who were already angry with the authorities’ response. A few responded:

”We must send a written letter to the authorities.”.

”We must start a signature campaign in the campus.”.

”We should meet the director.”.
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bhOndOO, angry, anxious, and inexperienced, wanted to say something to the group. He shouted,
”We should go to the press!”.

Everyone made him shut up. ”We do not want to tarnish IISc’s image outside.”, Surya declared.
bhOndOO became silent.

”We should have a visible protest.”.

”And what would be a better time than the flag hoisting of Jan 26?”, BenJi.

Everyone clapped, shouted and liked the idea. Guddu, who was silent so far, started, ”A protest
on a Republic Day is not ethical...”.

”You are talking about ethics! The Student Council should have already taken a step towards the
protest!”.

”You are selected by us. You should not dictate.”.

”What has Student Council done so far since it got elected!”.

”Student Council should setup a General Body Meeting with the authorities.”.

Junta again started shouting, ”Yes, yes. Lets have a GBM.”.

Guddu tried, ”See, a GBM is not really necessary at this point...”.

”No, no. We want a GBM.”. ”Yes, yes.”. ”GBM, GBM, GBM...”.

Surya tried to control, ”Listen, listen guys! Let Guddu speak.”. The chaos reduced.

Guddu continued, ”See, I will first meet the authorities tomorrow. If they do not give a proper
response, then we can think of GBM...”. This sounded legitimate, and no one responded. There was
silence for a while.

”Forget all this, lets have a visible protest!”, someone shouted.

”Lets boycott the mess!”.

”Why boycott the mess? Lets boycott labs!”.

bhOndOO’s pulse rate started increasing. He wanted to take part in shouting slogans. He declared,
”Hunger strike!”.

”Shut up, bhOndOO.”, a laugh, ”Chup be.”, a punch, ”He is stupid!”, were a few responses.

bhOndOO re-decided not to speak.

”Listen friends! Friends... Hello! Let me suggest.”, Surya shouted. Everyone got silent. ”Guddu,
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will meet the authorities tomorrow. If they give us a fixed date when the renewed scholarship will
be implemented within the current financial year, we will not go for protest. However, otherwise,
Student Council will have a GBM with all students and we will also call the authorities! If that also
does not help, we will have a visible protest in campus!”.

Junta started shouting in agreement. bhOndOO’s blood pressure started rising. He wanted to suggest
something which would be taken up by the crowd, ”Guddu should broadcast the meeting minutes to
iisc.broadcast!”, he finally managed.

Guddu looked at him with a look which was not of admiration. bhOndOO dreaded, but Junta
liked his idea, ”Correct, correct!”, ”Yes, Guddu should do it.”, ”Broadcast...”, ”Broadcast.”.

bhOndOO was overjoyed!

Guddu had to finally say, ”Okay, I will post the meeting minutes to iisc.broadcast newsgroup to-
morrow.”.

Surya concluded, ”Okay friends. Thanks everyone for coming here. The meeting is over now.”.

Next day, there was a broadcast by Student Council Chairman stating that the renewed scholar-
ship for students would be implemented very soon.

After a few days, there was a notice put up in the departments which looked as below.
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writing a report, a research paper, or a thesis.

bhOndOO submitted a survey write-up to his advisor Prof Krishnamurthy on Pointer Analysis. Prof
Krishnamurthy sent him the following mail:

Dear bhOndOO,

The topics and papers you covered are in good detail. However, the ordering of sections can be
improved for better understanding. Also, there are some grammatical mistakes in the report. I re-
quest you to go through the following links to get acquainted with the process of preparing your thesis
– many of the steps are applicable for a technical report too. Hope the links improve your writing
ability. Please resubmit the report after you incorporate the changes.

http://www.learnerassociates.net/dissthes/

http://www.dartmouth.edu/~writing/materials/student/thesis.shtml

http://www.phys.unsw.edu.au/~jw/thesis.html

http://www.rpi.edu/web/writingcenter/thesis.html

http://www.sdst.org/shs/library/thesis.html

http://www.sce.carleton.ca/faculty/chinneck/thesis.html

Best.

Krishnamurthy. After a week, bhOndOO went to Prof Krishnamurthy’s office to submit the up-
dated write-up.

Prof Krishnamurthy happily asked, ”Did the links help?”.

bhOndOO, ”Yes, Sir, the links improved my reading ability.”.

fee hike in iisc and the general body meeting.

The general secretary of Students Council (SC), Billu called for a General Body Meeting (GBM) to
discuss the issue of fee hike in IISc. Apart from all students, he also called the authorities. The issue
was multifold:

1. The fee hike was announced in 2008 and it was going to be implemented from Aug 2007.

2. Nobody knew exactly why the fees were increased. Some even claimed that if hostel fee was
increased, they did not see any improvements in the hostel facilities!

3. Many other institutes in India that come under Ministry of Human Resource Development
(MHRD) had not imposed a fee hike.

4. There were issues related to House Rent Allowance (HRA) and PhD students in campus who
had finished five years.
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5. A few minor issues.

bhOndOO had not attended a GBM before and was very excited about it. He entered the auditorium
to witness it overflowing. He had to sit on stairs beside a strong, black, heavy man who was smelling
as if he had not taken bath in the last seven days!

The authorities entered – four student advisors and the deputy registrar (DR). It was announced
that the director was out of station and the registrar would join after ten minutes. The meeting was
started.

Billu and some students asked many questions to the authorities to which the advisors showed their
sympathy and claimed that they did not have any facts/data to answer the queries, not did they
have any authority to change the rules. Students were disappointed. bhOndOO wondered why the
advisors were there if they could not take any decision, ”How can the sympathies from these advisors
help stopping the fee hike?”.

But the students had one authoritative figure on the dais – the DR. Initially, the DR refused to
speak. When almost forced, he spoke, ”I am here as a silent observer. I will listen to your queries
and note those down. I will definitely forward your grievances to the registrar.”. After that, all the
queries were noted down promptly by the DR – and he did not utter a single word. bhOndOO won-
dered the necessity of having the DR on the dais, ”We could have given a written letter of complaints
directly to the registrar/director! Why have the deputy registrar of IISc to write down our dictation?”.

At the end of an hour, when the meeting was coming to an end, with all sympathies and noting
downs, the registrar suddenly appeared. She bowed to the students very similar to how Sonia Gandhi
does before addressing a community. The meeting went on for another twenty minutes during which
the registrar followed others on the dais, ”I have full sympathy for the issues you mentioned. However,
I alone cannot take the decision and tell you facts and figures. The director is currently out of town.
When he comes back after two days, I will discuss the issues with him and let us see whether anything
comes out of it.”.

The meeting got over and junta came out saying, ”Nothing happened, yaar!”.

bhOndOO realized, ”Okay! This is what happens in a GBM.”.

the call on valentine’s day.

bhOndOO got up early on Feb 14, 2008. He had dreamt of many girls presenting roses to him. He
prayed to God, opened the door of his room, and looked at the latch; there was no card, rose, or
letter. He checked the door, floor and window; but no luck. ”Never mind. The day has just begun.”,
bhOndOO cheered himself up.

After bathing for 45 min, wearing a red T-shirt and the new sports shoes, bhOndOO started on
his bicycle. On the way, he noticed many (and only) girls and kept smiling. He kept paddling slow
to give enough scope to the girls to approach him. No one did. ”Never mind. They all are unknown
to me.”, bhOndOO told himself.

He entered the class and noticed only boys. He seated himself in presumably elegant manner in
the row just in front of the class door – to get noticed first by any girl entering the lecture. He kept
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waiting but no one entered. Later he realized that Compiler Design course was not taken by any girl!
”Never mind. I will go to the lab after the lecture.”.

Prof Sree started with the theory of data flow analysis. bhOndOO could not concentrate. He kept
thinking of Shami... Shami and bhOndOO... Shami and bhOndOO in a garden... Shami and bhOn-
dOO in a garden singing a song... Shami and bhOndOO in a garden singing a song, Pehla Nasha,
Pehla Khumaar... Shami and bhOndOO in a garden singing Pehla Nasha, Pehla Khumaar while
others are watching them. bhOndOO suddenly realized that everyone in the class was looking at him.
”Why did I come out of my dream, it was so nice, Shami was looking beautiful, the song was also
so romantic... Oh! How can I listen to the song if I am not dreaming?”. Getting the grasp of the
situation, bhOndOO took out his mobile and pushed the red button. Prof Sree resumed the theory.
bhOndOO ignored Prof Sree’s look and clicked a few buttons to make the mobile silent. He could not
recognize the number from where he got the call.

After two min, his mobile started vibrating. He took out the mobile and saw the same number.
”What if some girl is calling me? Should I take the call? I can’t! What should I do? Shall I go out?”.
Prof Sree’s another look made bhOndOO reject the call. But he became impatient. There was still
an hour for lecture completion.

bhOndOO kept thinking of all the girls he knew from primary, middle-school, high-school, junior-
college, and college. ”Could it be Bobby? Could it be Shalini? Could it be ...? ... Could it be
Shami?”. bhOndOO got restless.

As the lecture got over, bhOndOO came out and called back. He felt it taking more than ages to con-
nect. The ring went on for another round of ages. Finally, someone picked up. bhOndOO wanted to
hear a feminine voice. He prayed to God, closed his eyes, his heart-beats jumping but breath stopped!

”Hello?”, a girl from the other side.

bhOndOO got delighted. With a big smile on his face, he said, ”Hi. I got a call from this num-
ber. May I know who is it?”.

”Sir, I am calling from CitiBank. Would you be interested in a personal loan?”.

the bet on orkut profile views.

Feb 17, 2008:

Gullu is showing-off in front of others at the snacks table that his profile gets viewed by almost
100 times per day! ”I am so popular.”, Gullu proudly remarks.

”Wow yaar!”, ”Is it 100 different persons or someone special viewing 100 times?”, ”How do you
manage that man?”, are a few reactions.

bhOndOO is getting agitated with this show-off business – especially because it is going on in front
of Shami. But bhOndOO keeps silent. Suddenly, Gullu turns to bhOndOO, ”How many visitors do
you have, bhOndOO?”, and starts smiling. Everyone around the table starts giggling. BenJi says, ”1
in 100 days.”, and everyone bursts into laughter.
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bhOndOO takes it seriously and puts a bet, ”Within a week, I will have more total profile views
than anyone of you!”. Gullu thinks about the last bet, realizes that there is no possibility of getting
cheated and accepts the challenge.

Status: Gullu’s total profile views = 5000, bhOndOO’s total profile views = 200.

Feb 18, 2008:

Each one of the 500+ persons in the orkut friend list of Gullu gets a message, ”Hi there! If you
wish to have a treat from me on Feb 24, 2008, simply visit my profile as many times as possi-
ble. If I win the bet of more profile views, you will get a treat! Here is the profile of my rival –
link to bhOndOO’s orkut profile.”.

Status: Gullu’s total profile views = 6000, bhOndOO’s total profile views = 1000.

bhOndOO’s profile views increases because all of Gullu’s friends check bhOndOO’s profile.

Feb 19, 2008:

Gullu is a bit excited with the recent increase in scholarship. Each one of the 500+ persons in the
orkut friend list of Gullu gets another message, ”Hi again! If you wish to have another treat from me
on Feb 25, 2008, please send this message to all your friends and ask them to send it to their friends.
If I win, I will give you a double treat! And please do not check my rival’s profile!!!”.

Status: Gullu’s total profile views = 8000, bhOndOO’s total profile views = 1500.

bhOndOO gets Gullu’s message via BenJi: Gullu —> BenJi —> bhOndOO.

Feb 20, 2008:

bhOndOO is deep in thoughts. He knows that he cannot win with this strategy. He only has 20
friends in the list. ”How can I do it? I can post it in some forum, but I do not have money to give
them treat! Moreover, Gullu will quickly find out and post his profile link also!”. He remembers the
ad, Bheja Fry, 7-up try. He goes to the tea-board and drinks a 7-up. At the next instant, he exclaims
like Abhishek Bachchan, ”What an idea!”. He goes to the lab, starts surfing.

Status: Gullu’s total profile views = 10000, bhOndOO’s total profile views = 1520.

Feb 21, 2008:

bhOndOO is still in the lab. He is writing some TCL code, has four empty bottles of 7-up around
and four windows of TCL tutorial opened. He is frustrated, since his program is not compiling!

In the evening, bhOndOO is happy. His program is working. He goes to each of the four work-
ing machines in the Computing Lab (having ten machines), does something, and leaves for hostel.

Status: Gullu’s total profile views = 11000, bhOndOO’s total profile views = 1540.

Feb 22, 2008:
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bhOndOO enters the lab, checks a file eagerly and gets disappointed. He then starts writing a
shell script. By evening, he has the shell script perfectly working.

Status: Gullu’s total profile views = 11800, bhOndOO’s total profile views = 1560.

Feb 23, 2008:

bhOndOO enters the lab and checks a file. He is very happy! He looks around to see no one, logs in
using BenJi’s login (he grabs the password using the TCL program which gives a login screen exactly
as in X-Windows), opens firefox, prays to Orkut Buyukkokten, and opens www.orkut.com/Home.aspx
with BenJi’s unix account password. It takes a while and he sees BenJi’s orkut profile. ”Fantastic!
Long live people who have the same password for all their accounts!”, bhOndOO shouts.

In the evening, Gullu checks his bank balance which is Rs.20,000. ”I think that should be enough!”,
he tells himself.

In the night, bhOndOO updates his shell script with BenJi’s login and password, and runs it in
a loop. The shell script logs into orkut using BenJi’s credentials and visits bhOndOO’s profile.

Status: Gullu’s total profile views = 12500, bhOndOO’s total profile views = 105000.

Feb 24, 2008:

Everyone is in the lab, nervous, worried, disappointed, surprised.

Gullu’s orkut profile says, ”Profile views: Since Feb ’06: 28, Last week: 27, Yesterday: 1”.

bhOndOO’s orkut profile says, ”Profile views: Since Feb ’06: 28, Last week: 27, Yesterday: 1”.

Shami explains, ”This is the recent bug in orkut.”.

being punctual.

Madhu is known to be very punctual. For all the Voices (IISc newsletter) meetings, she is the first
person to reach. She makes sure that everyone who is late is made aware that he/she is late. This is
okay because Madhu also makes sure that everyone gets a reminder for the meeting much before the
meeting begins.

Over the emails, it gets decided that the next Voices meeting would be on Tuesday at 11:00 at
Tea Board. bhOndOO needs to get his program implemented and working before 10:00, since he
has a meeting about it with his advisor. As usual, he gets into the nightout mode. He finishes the
implementation at 01:00, removes two minor bugs by 02:00, and is still debugging at 04:00. He is
too much tired to carry on. He finally manages to remove the bug at 04:15 and the program starts
dancing. bhOndOO also starts dancing.

He reaches his room by 05:00. He sets an alarm for 08:50 (to just manage the breakfast) and crashes in
bed. He has just started dreaming about his advisor, compilers and dragons when his sleep is disturbed
by an irritating tune of his mobile. He picks it up, clicks the receive button and shouts, ”Hello?”. No
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one answers. He looks at the screen and realizes that the tune was of receiving an SMS. He checks
the time: 06:30. ”It must be an important message.”, bhOndOO hastily opens the message. It is
from Madhu, ”Mrng ppl! A gentl remindr. Voices mtg at 11am at tea board 2day! Sunshine, madhu”.

bhOndOO rechecks the time: 06:30. ”Is this girl in her senses? Is this a time to send an SMS?
That too for a meeting which is after four and a half hours!”. bhOndOO gets very agitated. ”But
what should I do now? Shall I sleep until 08:50 or wait for another hour for the breakfast and then
sleep?”. He chooses the latter option and decides to keep awake for another hour – anyway, bhOndOO
has lost his sleep because of anger.

At 07:45, he gets breakfast and he is back in bed at 08:00. His reset alarm promptly wakes him
up at 09:30 and he is in his advisor’s room at 10:00. They finish discussion by 10:30 and bhOndOO
starts walking lazily towards tea board for the meeting.

”Madhu’s SMS created all the trouble, otherwise, I had planned my sleep nicely. Now the whole
day would go waste! Why is she so punctual? It is okay that she is, but one need not be insane!”.
bhOndOO’s empty mind runs for options. He sees tall and handsome Rogers coming from front.

”Hey Rogers, can you do me a favour?”. After that bhOndOO tells him a few things to which
Rogers does not agree initially. But when bhOndOO assures him that he would allow him to copy
his Computer Networks assignment, Rogers agrees.

”It is 10:50. I should leave for tea board.”, Madhu tells herself. She comes out of the Depart-
ment of Management Studies and starts walking towards the underpass to reach tea board. Just
before entering the underpass, a tall and handsome young man approaches her and asks, ”Are you
Madhu from Management Studies?”.

Madhu is a bit shocked at first – to see a handsome young man already knowing her name. She
hesitantly claims, ”Yes I am. What’s the matter?”.

The young man puts forth his hand for a firm handshake and introduces, ”I am Rogers from IIM
Ahmedabad. We have arranged a competition to improve the involvement of women in management
research. This is strictly by nomination and your name is nominated by Mr bhOndOO. I hope you
know him.”.

”bhOndOO? Nominated my name? I didn’t know I had such a nice impression on him? I used
to always wonder, he disliked me being over-punctual.”, Madhu thought and then continued in the
management style, ”Yes, I know him. A very good chap.”.

”Yes, indeed. Therefore, we wanted to ask you a few questions related to your work and your
aspirations. Can you spare 10 min?”.

”Actually Rogers, I have a meeting right now. Can we discuss this post lunch?”.

”I am sorry, Madhu. But I need to submit the report and interview details by noon over email.
If the meeting is not so urgent, can we have the interview now? Please.”.

Madhu agrees. Finally, it is the first time in her life that she is getting interviewed – that too
from a handsome man from IIMA. For the next 30 min, she answers many personal, social, profes-
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sional and political questions posed by Rogers related to the role of, abilities of and opportunities for
women in the area of management research. She narrates the stories of her own life and tells about
her inspirations in the field. Rogers notes down a few things promptly. Towards the end, Rogers
tells her not to disclose the interview to anyone per rules of the competition. Madhu agrees, then
Rogers asks her for her email id and affirms her that she would hear from IIMA soon. Then they
have another firm handshake and Rogers bids adieu to her.

Madhu gets very excited and reaches for the Voices meeting at 11:30. Everyone starts looking at
Madhu with strange eyes. She has to apologize to everyone, and then she smiles at bhOndOO. bhOn-
dOO smiles back – but Madhu does not understand. Only when everyone starts laughing, does she
realize that something is wrong.

Madhu is still waiting for an email from IIMA.

the dog and the doc.

bhOndOO was in a hurry. He was already late for dinner. He would only be getting rice in mess –
hopefully. ”I haven’t eaten snacks! Why did I go with Anu for the useless shopping? She wanted a
coolie!”.

In anger, bhOndOO missed the paddle of his bicycle. He looked at the paddle, adjusted his chappals
and paddled properly. The dark road beside Instrumentation department and looking down at the
paddles did not allow bhOndOO to notice the weekly meeting of dogs. Dogs did notice bhOndOO,
but mistook him for a colleague wishing to join late for the meeting.

When bhOndOO came to senses, he saw his bicycle beneath him but in a horizontal plane, two
dogs barking at him in the vertical plane, and a dog making a cracking sound running away – in the
Z-direction, while he himself sitting peacefully on the road chewing grass.

”The grass smells strange!”, he noted. When he concentrated his pupils towards the grass com-
ing out of his mouth through his yet-intact big spects, he realized that the grass was actually a group
of long hair. ”I am eating some girl’s hair!!!”. He looked for a girl nearby, but did not see any.
However, he noticed the dog who had run away, looking at him with wide open eyes with a strange
mix of terror and anger. bhOndOO realized that the hair he had in his mouth had their origin in the
dog’s tail.

bhOndOO, at once, blew off the whole grass. Looking at his face, the nearby dogs got frightened and
stopped barking. He got up to lift his bicycle. Dogs ran away.

bhOndOO returned to CSA dept, entered the rest room, and watered his mouth six times and he was
still feeling the strange smell. He knew that he had almost eaten a dog-tail. He had forgotten dinner
by now.

”I must see a doctor.”, bhOndOO told himself. He went straight to the Health Center to see Dr
Shepte.

”What happened?”.

”I bit a dog.”.
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”Then what are you doing here? Bring the dog.”, Dr Shepte chuckled.

After taking no medicines from the Health Center, bhOndOO returned to the mess. There was
some rice left, but bhOndOO did not feel like eating anything. He imagined long hair coming out of
the rice-bowl! He let the idea of dinner forgo and went up to his room and slept. In his dreams, he
saw himself barking beside Instrumentation department.

women’s day.

Venue: Tea board (which recently got Best rating for its service from IISc community ).

Time: Computer Networks lecture :).

Date: A day before International Women’s Day.

Smit asked, ”So girls, what are your Women’s Day resolutions?”.

Aarati, the topper: I am going to sleep for 8 consecutive hours.

Dharika, who is (in)famous for not meeting the guide: After a month’s break, I am going to meet my
guide.

Vidya: Unfortunately, my guide is also a lady and her resolution is to work more. So, I cannot
afford to have any other resolution!

Shishira, who recently got married: At least on this day, I am not going to call him. But I ex-
pect him to call!

Arpana: I am going to stay at home and ask my husband to look after the homework of our kids. But
why should we only have the resolutions? You guys must be having some plans for your girl-friends!
Come on, its boys’ turn now.

Smit: I thought, I will give her a rose.

Rishi: I am taking her for a candle light dinner. All girls shouted: Wow!

Jaggu: She is asking me since long to get rid of this Dhoni-style. I will get my hair cut.

When asked, Paresh, the only married man in the department, replied, ”I am going to ask her
to allow me to celebrate a men’s day sometime.”.

will bhOndOO make it to 5000?

This blog was started on Sep 24, 2007. Mar 24, 2008 will see completion of six months. The number
of hits to the blog (as appears on the right side of the front page under the heading ”stat is tics”) at
the end of five months was 4000 – average 800 per month. If we assume the same rate, bhOndOO
will fall short of 200 to reach 5000 mark at the end of six months.
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The hits suddenly increase either because Dr Abinandanan links to some post, or Voices publishes
some article originally published here, or when Radhika keeps the link iisc.wordpress.com as her
Google chat status message, or when Arun advertises about some story. I anticipate nothing of these
till Mar 24. Still, will bhOndOO make it to 5000?

iisc founder’s day and the hibiscus flower.

”But there is a security guard!”, Paresh tried to explain.

”I don’t know anything. I want that hibiscus flower.”, Abha cleared the point.

Paresh roamed around for a while to show that he was only observing the beautiful flowers. He
let the security guard look away and angled his body towards the hibiscus flower. He heard a whistle.
The security guard was prompt in his job. Paresh had to return empty handed to Abha. Abha gave
him a look similar to the one when Paresh went to gym regularly for a month and at the end reduced
his weight by 200 gm.

Paresh, noting the criticality of the situation, called up his friends. Gullu, BenJi and bhOndOO
reached the spot in six minutes (Coffee Board is at a distance of six minutes from the Main Building
by walk, if you spend one minute in finishing your cigarette).

”You guys need to do something to get me the hibiscus flower.”, Paresh pleaded.

”But why does she want only that particular flower?”, BenJi queried.

Paresh looked down and talked as if he had committed the biggest mistake of his life (after mar-
riage), ”When Abha was praising the flowers, I just said that the flower looks more beautiful than
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her...”.

Gullu started laughing.

BenJi: ”You are a fool.”.

bhOndOO: ”You deserve it!”.

Paresh, annoyed: ”Are you guys going to help me or going to accuse me of the mistake that I
have already accepted?”.

Gullu: ”Dont worry man! I will get it.”.

Gullu, confident, could not even reach the plant. The security guard was intelligent enough to
understand his intensions. Gullu returned.

BenJi: ”Let me try.”.

BenJi roamed around in the area for ten minutes, without going towards the pot containing the
hibiscus plant. He kept a secret watch on the security guard and let him relax. He then slowly
approached the plant. As soon as he saw the security guard staring at a lady entering the main
building, BenJi pluck the flower from the pot, hid it in his hands, walked in the opposite direction of
the security guard, and reached his friends.

BenJi, with a big smile on his face: ”Abha, this is for you.”.

Paresh, already irritated, got doubly agitated: ”This guy is offering a flower to my wife in front
of me – and that too at the cost of my inability!”.

Abha smiled back at BenJi, accepted the flower, and replied, ”Thanks for the rose.”.

Everyone around started laughing, ”You don’t even understand a hibiscus flower!”.

BenJi felt disappointed and left the place. Paresh’s laugh was brought to a hard stop by Abha’s
look! He looked at bhOndOO and bhOndOO realized that he had to try out something. He thought
for a moment and then started walking away from them, away from the plants, away from the security
guard!

”Where are you going?”.

”Will be back in ten minutes.”.

Paresh, Gullu and Abha were surprised. Actually, by now, Abha had also lost her anger and was
only curious to see what all jugglery Paresh and his friends could do to bring the hibiscus flower. She
did not show any signs of curiosity on her face though (as a side note: every married woman has this
capability).

Paresh was very serious. He was imagining his future to be very bleak. He knew, he would not
be getting dinner that day.
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After a few moments of silence, they all saw their only savior coming back with a pot in hand.

”Fantastic idea!”, Paresh thought.

”Intelligent.”, Abha thought.

”Will it work?”, Gullu thought and continued, ”It won’t work. The guard is already skeptical about
anyone who even looks at the hibiscus plant. He will notice you easily with this new plant. You will
not be able to replace that with this one without letting him know. I do not think that...”.

bhOndOO’s look silenced him. bhOndOO kept the pot having a nice hibiscus flower on the ground.
Abha liked this flower also, but did not utter a word. ”Just take care of it.”, bhOndOO told them.

bhOndOO took a deep breathe, recalled Munna Bhai, and marched towards the security guard.
The security guard kept looking with strange eyes at bhOndOO. When bhOndOO smiled at him, his
curiosity and skepticism did not allow him to smile back.

”Tumhara naam kya hai, uncle?”, bhOndOO.

”Kyun? Complaint karne ka hai? Maksood naam hai mera. Jao karo.”.

”Nahi. Complaint nahi karne ka hai. Tumhe Thank you bolne ka hai.”.

The guard was googlied. Puzzled, he kept looking. Suddenly, bhOndOO emraced him!

”Tum bahut mast kaam karta hai Maksood Bhai. Defence ke baad sab students log unke advisor
ko Thank you bolta hai. Tum is jagah ka rakhwali karta hai, ped-paudhonka dhyaan rakhta hai:
saala tumko koi Thank you nahi bolta. Apun ko tumko Thank you bolne ka hai Maksood Bhai.”.

Gullu, Paresh and Abha were stunned! They kept thinking that bhOndOO would now get a wonderful
beating.

bhOndOO kept praying Munna Bhai. Finally, he managed to clean-bowl the guard. The guard
also emraced him and exclaimed, ”Chal chal. Rulayega kya. Kaam karne de.”.

When they separated from each other, bhOndOO asked, ”Maksood Bhai, ye saare ped-paudhe kahan
se late hai?”.

”Apni nursery se, beta”.

bhOndOO said, ”Maksood Bhai, appun ke ek dost ko bahut jaroorat hai wo paudhe ki. Wo de
do na use!”.

The guard, ”Nahi beta. Aise kisiko nahi de sakte. Meri naukri chali jayegi.”.

bhOndOO appealed, ”Lekin agar main waisa hi doosra paudha nursery se wahan lakar rakhoon
to?”.
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The guard kept thinking.

”Ghabrao mat Maksood Bhai. Kisiko pata nahi chalega. Tum ruko, main abhi aaya.”.

bhOndOO brought his hibiscus plant’s pot and showed it to the guard. The guard’s silence ap-
proved him. bhOndOO looked around and replaced the pot with the new one. He then thanked
Maksood Bhai and came back.

bhOndOO handed over the complete pot to Paresh. Paresh, smiling, looked at Abha who was also
smiling.

a rhythmic evening.

A fabulous Sunday evening in Satish Dhawan Auditorium. bhOndOO attended Rhythmica for the
first time and he was overjoyed to learn that Rhythmica is arranged more than once a year. bhOndOO
could not stop himself from capturing the Jugalbandi. The video is available here.

Other videos of the current and previous Rhythmica programmes can be found here.

”finish this story” contest.

One of the readers of iisc life has sent me this partial story. I could have finished it, but thought of
letting all other readers give a chance to imagine the most humorous ending for the story. The winner,
as judged by bhOndOO, will get a treat in Tea Board (travel and accommodation not included). Here
you go:

*****

It was 7.00 in the evening and yet the lab was as deserted as it could be. bhOndOO was the only
living being in the lab. He was supposed to write his perspective seminar report which was due in
a week. From early morning till now bhOndOO had just managed to finalize on the title and was
now geared up for writing the abstract. He was so involved in the whole thing that he had even
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forgotten to switch on the lights. Suddenly as if awakening from deep slumber, bhOndOO stretched
his legs and went towards the switch-board. He switched on the lights and was about to return to
his place, when he saw Shami entering the lab. bhOndOO smiled to himself. He felt he was getting
the reward of his hard work - his ultimate efforts to zero in on the title of the report were rewarded
with Shamis presence in the lab. He went back to his place expecting Shami to check emails and
leave. But more was in store for him. Shami directly came to the place where bhOndOO was sitting.
A hundred things went past bhOndOOs imaginative mind - She has logged in on this machine and
wants to sit here or She has some doubts in todays DAA lecture - but why would she ask me or Her
login is not working on other machines and she wants to try here. By then Shami had started speaking.

bhOndOO I need a favour from you. Shami was saying.

The word favour stuck bhOndOO and he managed to stop his chain of thoughts. What favour
can a mere mortal like me do to this girl?. But before his surpise allowed utter anything, Shami
continued bhOndOO can I join you for lunch tomorrow? I know you eat at Coffee Board everyday. Is
it OK if I come with you?. bhOndOO heard someone saying an elated Yes sure. and thought someone
else in the lab had grabbed his opportunity. But it was actually bhOndOO who was replying. They
decided to meet at 12.30 the next day outside the department.

bhOndOOs joy knew no bounds. It was like a dream come true. He remembered all times when
he had wanted to go with Shami and now it was like the mountian coming to Mohammed. bhOndOO
decided not to repeat the mistake he committed when they went for coffee. He checked his wallet
and found a crisp 500 Rs note. But do I have change. He inserted his hand in the pocket and out
came a whole lot of things. Discarding other useless-for-the-moment things bhOndOO counted the
change and he found he had all the required denominations. He felt happy. Why are good things
suddenly coming my way? Certainly deciding the title is too small a deed for such rewards. bhOndOO
discarded these thoughts and decided to plan for the lunch.

There was hardly anything to do in that regard. But bhOndOO couldnt let such an important
event go unplanned. So he decided to spend half an hour on planning the lunch. First I will not let
her pay. That should be easy, Shami wont argue too much - not in the coffee board. The next im-
portant question was What to talk while eating. The only thing bhOndOO was confident about right
now was his project. But Shami wont be interested in that. He then thought of talking about some
movies. Shami is very much interested in films - maybe I should talk about the latest ones - Jodha
Akhbar. But the problem was - bhOndOO had not watched it yet. bhOndOO even contemplated the
idea of watching the movie in the night, but then thought it too much. Finally, bhOndOO came to
the conclusion that he would let Shami start the conversation and allow it to flow naturally. He felt
at peace with himself after making such a sensible decision.

Night was very tough. bhOndOO hardly slept. He kept waking up because of excitement and fear.
Although the lunch was at 12.30, bhOndOO wanted to make no mistakes this time. He also had
databases class at 10 - but that was just a formality. He would make his appearance in the class and
wait for it to get over. When the alarm blew at 8.00AM, bhOndOO got up disoriented. Lack of sleep
and hyperexcitement left bhOndOO confused. But he was prepared for this. Just below the alarm
clock was a small chit in bhOndOOs own writing Lunch with Shami at 12.30. Everything suddenly
fell in place and bhOndOO started his routine activities as if it was the most important day of his
life.

The lecture was as usual boring for bhOndOO. Everyone in the class seemed to be asking ques-
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tions and Prof. Roy being unusally enthusiastic was explaining each of them with lot of patience.
All this did not bother bhOndOO till the clock stuck 11.30 and still there seemed no indications of
the class ending. He consoled himself There is still one more hour and I dont need to do anything in
specific. The class finally dispersed at 11.45.

The next 45 mins were ofcourse dedicated to doing nothing. Doing anything constructive like re-
port writing, paper reading seemed to be destructive to bhOndOO. And amid this doing nothing a
brilliant idea stuck bhOndOO. I will ask Shami to visit the floral decorations at J.N Tata statue after
lunch. That will give us lot of time to be together. bhOndOO felt on the top of the world But what
if she says No?. His inner voice told him She will say Yes, afterall she has requested your company.
bhOndOO kept waiting for 12.30.

At 12.20 bhOndOO decided to go outside the department and wait. He did not want to get late
by any chance. Standing outside the department bhOndOO saw the world behaving normally and
pitied all the world for not realizing the importance of the day.

*****

And now it is your turn. Have Fun.

*****

Below is the response from Bollywood ending, who won this contest:

This is one of the endings..

Shami comes out of the computing lab 1. bhOndOO is so elated to see Shami walking towards
him. His heart starts beating at a faster rate thinking of the infinite possibilities. Then he watches
her go into the office, he is furious, did she forget about him(rather than the appointment), suspects
whether today is april 1st, etc. He even forgot to check his orkut fortune, Oh god. He is making all
kind of assumptions, blanked for around 5 mins. Then shami turns up and asks bhOndOO whether
he is waiting for her. bhOndOO says he is just enjoying the beautiful spring. She is suspicious and
checks whether he wants to go to coffee board. bhOndOO is so happy that she didnt forget him. But
he still has lingering doubt about the april 1st. They walk along to coffee board, shami and bhOndOO
order the days special pongal, curd rice and coffee. bhOndOO wants to pay, Shami grudgingly allows
bhOndOO to pay. bhOndOO is so excited that the day is more special than he thought. Shami and
bhOndOO talk about their project, bhOndOO is so happy that it is about his project and gives some
ingenious insights, atleast for Shami. Shami and bhOndOO finish the lunch and take coffee. Then
out of the blue Shami tells bhOndOO that she has been reading his blog and likes it. bhOndOO is
not hearing anything its all happenning. He is happy, that she likes the blog and he is unhappy, that
he has written abt shami in the blog. But Shami is saying something, he then hears her say that
she wanted to come to coffee board after reading his blog and allowed him to pay after reading his
coffee with shami entry. bhOndOO is so confused he doesnt make a response, shami is confused as
well for such an indifferent attitude from bhOndOO to this revelation. They walk back to the lab in
silence, each thinking abt the happenings. They say goodbyes. bhOndOO is now very confused that
Shami hasnt told him anything else other than her reading his blog. He hasnt checked his orkut, the
responses to his finish his story contest, he goes to the lab logs in and checks the responses and sees
Shamis has responded with her own version of the ending.

And Shami has given him one of the best endings to the story, though not funny. He then checks his
orkut fortune, it says Will make a lasting relationship
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on the rocks.

Close friends are like mobile phones. They convey messages even when they are silent.

Not my words. Those are from the highly read blog of The Bartender Bhai.

searching a book in iisc library.

bhOndOO wanted a book to understand the basics of Theory of Computation. He went to IISc library,
grabbed a computer, entered login/password and searched for Hopcraft. The machine displayed a
book on Automata Theory. bhOndOO checked whether it was issued it wasnt. bhOndOO smiled.

He wanted to know the physical location of the book. So he looked for rack number. He found
three numbers displayed on the screen: 629.8312, N799;2, and 141440. Why so many numbers? Isnt
one enough to uniquely locate the book?. bhOndOO looked at the issue counter. A young lady was
serving requests. It sounds too silly to ask this question. I will find it out myself. Anyway, it will be
in Computer Science section., bhOndOO refrained himself from approaching the lady and noted the
numbers at the back of a Tea Board coupon.

These are the two racks of Computer Science. But their numbering seems to start with 621; and
I want 629.. He checked the nearby rack of Social Sciences: it was numbered 651. I think, I should
check it in 621 itself.. bhOndOO spent next fifteen minutes searching for the book in vain.

bhOndOO remembered the lady at the issue counter. No, no. It is so stupid to ask her.. bhOn-
dOO then wandered in the library as if he was having an evening-walk in the garden. He came to a
section where he saw a rack full of brand new Computer Science books. It was numbered 628. Oh! I
never saw this rack. The book must be here.. Another fifteen minutes spent but not in vain.

bhOndOO got another copy of the same book. He cursed the numbering system of the library
and turned to go to the book issue counter. His enthusiasm was so much, that he almost collided with
a girl standing next to the rack corner. I am sorry., the fair young girl said. Sorry, sorry., bhOndOO
managed to remove his attention from her face.

Sorry., the lady at the counter said. bhOndOO was puzzled, Did she saw me colliding with the
girl and now making fun of me?. The lady continued, This is a reference book, Sir. This cannot be
issued.. bhOndOO realized why the books in the rack were looking new. Oh!, bhOndOO made a face
as if he was heartbroken. He finally managed, Can you help me locate the book with these numbers?,
bhOndOO showed her the Tea Board coupon. The rack is on your left after you enter and towards
the end.. Thank you..

bhOndOO went inside and started evening-walk again. He passed a rack where he saw the same
fair young girl searching for a book. She looked at bhOndOO and kept looking for a while. After
that bhOndOO could not believe what he heard. He felt, he heard, Can you help me find this book?.
Then he heard, Yes, sure., followed by a lip movement of My pleasure..

671.42745682? Such a big number?. bhOndOO recollected that he had not been able to find a
book having a smaller number. But bhOndOO was firm afterall izzat ka sawal tha. Let me see the
rack number.. bhOndOO checked the rack number: 670.341 - 671.423. bhOndOO wasnt sure, but he
exclaimed, The book should be in this rack only. The library has very neat system of numbering the
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racks and the books. But often students keep hiding books. That is why we do not get it., bhOndOO
tried to disclaim. The fair young girl smiled, nodded, went away to an adjacent shelf and started
searching there.

bhOndOO understood that his disclaimer did not help improve his situation. I must find her book
now.. He was standing in front of a rack having around 200 books. He remembered everything: google,
grep, Ctrl-F, /, find, and cursed Larry, Sergei, Bill, Steve, Linus, Dennis, Bjarne for not making the
commands work while searching for a book in a library when someones credibility is at stake!

He had just folded his round tummy and started looking at the bottom row of the rack, when he
heard a young cheerful sound, I got it!. The fair young girl had found the book. Thanks., the girl
applied salt to bhOndOOs injury.

The girl left bhOndOO and went towards the issue counter. bhOndOO kept looking at her from
behind sadly. He remembered DDLJ and prayed for her to turn back. He knew she wouldnt. She
did. Not only did she turn back, but also returned to bhOndOO and asked, What is your books
number?.

After 30 seconds, bhOndOO had a book on Automata Theory in his hands.

holi hai!!!

bhOndOO is very tensed no, no, he is not proposing anyone. He is worried about tomorrows Holi
celebrations. For a few obvious reasons, bhOndOO is a favorite victim of each one of his friends after
their non-corresponding girl-friends. The most obvious reason is: bhOndOO does not like to play Holi.

bhOndOO searches for alternatives:

1. I will lock myself in the room for the whole day. But how will I mange to go to the restroom?
In the room? no, no!

2. I will apply so much color to my own face that others will not recognize me. Well, I tried this last
year. They recognize me very easily even on Holi, no other student can beat me in shabbiness.

3. I will go out of campus. Umm

Lack of counter-argument to the thought leaves bhOndOO with the feeling that going out of campus is
the best idea! I am proud of you, bhOndOO tells himself for coming up with such a wonderful solution.

But where should I go? I dont even have any relatives to go to. If I simply roam around, some
people or children may throw colors at me. bhOndOO goes deep in his thoughts. bhOndOO has the
unique ability of going deep into thoughts and not coming up with a solution (That is why he does
not think deep on his research work. His argument is: Why waste brain, when even after not thinking,
I get the same result?).

Hi bhOndOO., someone disturbs bhOndOOs in-depth thinking.

Hello Paresh., bhOndOO replies, and suddenly, bhOndOO starts looking at Paresh as if he is an
angel sent by God.
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Paresh, you stay in married quarters?.

No, I stay outside at Sanjay Nagar. I applied for a married quarter when I joined. My name
was in queue at number 72. Now it is at 84..

What? How come?, bhOndOO is inquisitive.

The list is sorted according to seniority in the institute. Thus, if some senior PhD student gets
married and then he applies for the quarters, he will get priority over me. I am expecting that I will
get the degree and the accommodation at the same time..

They both laugh and bhOndOO knows that this is the time to ask for favor.

Paresh, is it okay if I come to your house tomorrow? Actually, I do not wish to play Holi and
you know how the situation is in campus..

Paresh waits for a second and then Yeah, sure. No problem. You remember my house, know?.

Yes, I do. Thanks Paresh. I will come early morning, so as not to get caught..

No problem. Come any time..

bhOndOO feels very happy, starts checking his emails, then suddenly turns back to Paresh and
asks, But, you dont play Holi at home, right?.

Paresh starts laughing very loudly, No, no. Dont worry. My wife does not like to play Holi, like
you..

bhOndOO feels that he has won the war. He remembers all his cruel friends who threw bhOn-
dOO in a water tank last year and tells them (in mind): Now you all see!

Next day, bhOndOOs alarm wakes him up at 06:00. He does not remember the reason for the
alarm, but he casually wakes up, switches on the light with sleepy eyes and looks around in the room.
He suddenly sees a black devil-like man standing beside him! Aaaaa, bhOndOO shouts. After a
second, bhOndOO curses himself for frightening him with his own face. It is only a mirror, man!,
bhOndOO tells himself. He has applied a lot of oil to his face in the night and a good amount of dirt
gets stuck to his face from his dirty bedsheet.

Losing all sleep, controlling his heartbeats, and coming to senses, bhOndOO realizes about his plan!
I must hurry. bhOndOO opens the door, looks around in the corridor, feels happy to witness no one,
gets freshed in the rest-room, picks up the bicycle key, locks his room and starts.

At every step, bhOndOO is frightened. He knows that even if one person sees him, all is lost!
He cautiously reaches his bicycle and starts. He sees a couple of boys on the road, but looking at
their plain faces, he realizes that they are also going outside campus to avoid Holi.

bhOndOO crosses the IISc gate. Good that Bangalorians dont play Holi. He notices a few burnt
wood pieces and a very few people, but nobody is interested in bhOndOO. bhOndOO knows that he
has achieved it, he relaxes himself, and paddles slowly.
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Bangalore weather is wonderful more so at twilight. I should start morning walk it will not only
give me joy, but also help my belly I hope, Paresh and his wife are not sleeping. But it is okay, he
has asked me to come any time What must everybody be thinking in the hostel? Gullu, BenJi, Surya,
everybody must be wondering about my whereabouts!

bhOndOO smiles and pats himself.

I think this is the house. Yes, indeed; I remember the Hibiscus. bhOndOO parks his bicycle at
the gate. He angles down over his bicycle to lock it. But suddenly, someone hits his back with a
strong rod, and then his head. bhOndOO does not realize what is happening. When he comes to
senses, he sees himself on the floor, with bicycle beneath him, but in horizontal plane. He finds him-
self bleeding and his attackers are shouting around to kill him. He knows that he is going to die.

When bhOndOO comes to the next level of senses, he looks up in the direction of the voices. He finds
Paresh, Gullu, BenJi, Surya, and four other unrecognizable faces on the terrace with empty buckets.

the first six months.

bhOndOO is six month old today. I was wondering whether bhOndOO would make it to 5000, but
you all have crossed it much before. A big Thanks to all the readers, critics, supporters, advertizers
– notably Radhika, Vamsi, Arnab, and Arun.

Listening to a suggestion from Madhurima and Sudhira, I have created an ebook of bhOndOO’s
adventures. You can grab it here. Feel free to distribute it to your friends for any non-commercial
use (read copyright).

We have a long way to go. Keep your suggestions pouring. Enjoy.
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